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1. Summary 

For centuries, Common yew (Taxus baccata L.) has been well known for its extraordinary 

longitudinal elasticity and toughness. Among other things, its wood was used for certain 

historical weapons (longbows, lances, crossbows) requiring these material properties, 

particularly the low Young’s modulus and at the same time a high stretchability parallel to the 

grain. The few available literature references also indicate a high elasticity. Indisputably, there 

are further elastic softwood species, but none of them have a similarly high raw density as 

yew. Thus, yew holds an exceptional position, especially since there is usually a strong 

species-spanning positive interrelation between density and Young’s modulus. The reasons 

for this compliant mechanical response of yew despite its high density were as yet unknown. 

Consequently, the objectives of this present, experimentally oriented thesis were: 

1) to characterize the elasto-mechanical behaviour of solid yew wood in the three principle 

growth directions; 

2) to determine the longitudinal Young’s moduli at different hierarchical levels; 

3) to find structure-property relations that may explain the high longitudinal compliance; 

4) to investigate, by means of selected examples, how structural features of yew effect its 

fracture behaviour.  

So to serve as a reference species, all investigations were also applied to spruce (Picea abies 

[L.] Karst.) with its raw density being about one third lower than that of yew. The core of the 

investigations is reflected in five papers: 

Paper I: The velocities of longitudinal (10 MHz) and transversal (1 MHz) ultrasonic waves 

were measured on cubic yew and spruce specimens. The three Young’s and three shear 

moduli were calculated from the results. The longitudinal Young’s modulus was similar for 

both species. Thereby it was shown that a high density wood species such as yew does not 

necessarily have a high Young’s modulus. A large microfibril angle was discussed as a 

possible explanation for the relatively low axial stiffness. Both, the Young’s moduli 

perpendicular to the grain and the shear moduli were clearly higher for yew than for spruce. 

This was mainly ascribed to the high density of yew.  

Paper II: The Young’s moduli and Poisson’s ratios were determined on dog-bone shaped 

tension specimens, and, with the inclusion of the shear moduli determined in Paper I, a full set 

of elastic engineering parameters was now available. Thus it was possible to describe the 
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3-dimensional elastic behaviour of both species using deformation bodies and polar diagrams. 

Yew was more compliant only in the longitudinal direction. In all other 3-dimensional 

directions, yew was clearly stiffer than spruce due to its high density. Particularly in the 

transverse plane, both species varied largely in their degree of anisotropic elasticity.  

Paper III: In this investigation, the longitudinal Young’s modulus was determined on radial 

tissue slices (~220 μm thick). Compared to spruce, the Young’s modulus of yew was smaller 

even at this lower hierarchical level. This was ascribed to larger microfibril angels in the 

latewood tracheids of yew.  

Paper IV: The same interrelation between yew and spruce was found at an even lower 

hierarchical level, namely that of single tracheids from the transition zone between earlywood 

and latewood. Compared to spruce, the yew tracheids had a lower Young’s modulus but a 

higher strain to fracture. As in the previous investigations, this behaviour was ascribed to the 

fact that again a clearly larger microfibril angle was measured for yew. This also explains the 

observed biphasic curve in the stress-strain graphs of yew fibres.  

Paper V: Since clear differences between yew and spruce were found in Paper II regarding the 

degree of anisotropic elastic behaviour in the transversal plane, this plane was once more 

investigated separately. Apart from elastic parameters, fracture parameters were also 

determined in this case by micro wedge splitting tests. Clear differences between both species 

regarding the mechanical properties and fracture surfaces were ascribed to the respective 

density and cell geometries of both species.  

Complementary investigations using SilviScanTM (a wood microstructure analyzer based on 

X-ray technology to measure radial profiles of density and microfibril angles and to predict 

the modulus of elasticity) basically confirmed the results of the Papers I to V. In conclusion, a 

rather broad and at the same time detailed understanding of the elasto-mechanical behaviour 

of yew has been obtained. Subsequent studies will predominantly address two objectives: 

1)-The analysis of yew failure mechanisms, e.g. as described in Paper V, is to be continued. 

In addition, further fracture parameters are to be determined. 2) Based on the data collected in 

this thesis and mentioned in 1), the elasto-mechanical behaviour as well as fracture 

phenomena are to be numerically simulated. Potential for technical usage (biomimetical 

realisation, wood-plastic composites) can be derived from the findings. Moreover, they may 

contribute to a better understanding of biomechanical processes. 
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Zusammenfassung 

Eibenholz (Taxus baccata L.) ist seit Jahrhunderten für seine aussergewöhnlich hohe 

longitudinale Elastizität und Zähigkeit bekannt. Das belegt u.a. die Verwendung des Holzes 

für bestimmte Waffen (z.B. Bögen, Speere, Armbrüste), bei denen diese 

Materialeigenschaften, insbesondere der niedrige E-Modul bei gleichzeitig hoher Dehnbarkeit 

in Faserlängsrichtung, zum Tragen kommen. Die wenigen verfügbaren Literaturquellen 

deuten ebenfalls auf die hohe Elastizität hin. Unbestritten gibt es noch weitere elastische 

Nadelholzarten, jedoch keine mit einer derart hohen Rohdichte wie die Eibe. Da bei 

Nadelhölzern normalerweise auch holzartenübergreifend ein positiver Zusammenhang 

zwischen Dichte und E-Modul besteht, nimmt die Eibe folglich eine Sonderstellung ein. Die 

Gründe für das nachgiebige Materialverhalten der Eibe trotz hoher Dichte waren bislang 

unbekannt. Daher verfolgte die vorliegende stark experimentell orientierte Dissertation 

folgende Ziele:  

1) Auf Vollholzebene sollte das elasto-mechanische Verhalten der Eibe in den drei 

Hauptwachstumsrichtungen charakterisiert werden; 

2) die Elastizität in Faserlängsrichtung sollte auf verschiedenen hierarchischen Ebenen 

ermittelt werden;  

3) Untersuchungen der Struktur-Eigenschafts-Beziehungen sollten dabei helfen, eine 

Erklärung für die hohe Elastizität in Faserlängsrichtung zu finden;  

4) in ausgewählten Fällen sollte untersucht werden, wie die strukturellen Besonderheiten der 

Eibe auch ihr Bruchverhalten beeinflussen können.  

Alle Untersuchungen wurden zusätzlich an der Referenzholzart Fichte (Picea abies [L.] 

Karst.) vorgenommen, die eine um etwa ein Drittel geringere Dichte aufweist. Der Kern der 

Untersuchungen wird anhand von fünf Artikeln wiedergegeben:  

Artikel I: Die Ultraschallgeschwindigkeit von Longitudinalwellen (10 MHz) und 

Transversalwellen (1 MHz) wurde an würfelförmigen Eiben- und Fichtenproben gemessen. 

Aus den Resultaten wurden die drei E-Moduln sowie die drei Schubmoduln berechnet. Der 

E-Modul in Faserlängsrichtung bewegte sich bei beiden Holzarten annähernd in derselben 

Grössenordnung; damit wurde gezeigt, dass eine hochdichte Holzart wie die Eibe nicht 

zwangsläufig auch einen hohen E-Modul aufweisen muss. Als mögliche Erklärung für die 

relativ geringe Längssteifigkeit wurde vor allem ein grosser Mikrofibrillenwinkel diskutiert. 
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Die E-Moduln senkrecht zur Faserrichtung sowie die Schubmoduln waren bei der Eibe 

deutlich grösser als bei der Fichte. Als Ursache wurde insbesondere die hohe Dichte der Eibe 

angeführt. 

Artikel II: Anhand von Zugprüfkörpern (Schulterstäbe) wurden E-Moduln und Poissonsche 

Konstanten von Eibe und Fichte ermittelt. Zusammen mit den in Artikel I ermittelten 

Schubmoduln stand so jeweils ein vollständiger Satz elastischer Konstanten zur Verfügung. 

Dadurch war es möglich, das 3-dimensionale elastische Verhalten beider Holzarten mit 

Deformationskörpern und Polardiagrammen zu beschreiben. Es zeigte sich, dass sich die Eibe 

lediglich in Faserlängsrichtung nachgiebiger verhält als die Fichte. In allen anderen 

Belastungsrichtungen im 3-dimensionalen Raum verhält sich die Eibe aufgrund der hohen 

Dichte steifer als die Fichte. Vor allem in der transversalen Ebene wurden deutliche 

Unterschiede hinsichtlich der anisotropen Ausprägung des elastischen Verhaltens 

ausgemacht.  

Artikel III: In dieser Untersuchung wird der E-Modul in Faserlängsrichtung anhand von 

radialen Gewebeschnitten (~220 μm dünn) ermittelt. Im Vergleich zur Fichte war der 

E-Modul der Eibe auch auf dieser tieferen hierarchischen Ebene kleiner. Dies wurde 

insbesondere grösseren Spätholz-Mikrofibrillenwinkeln bei den Eibenproben zugeschrieben.  

Artikel IV: Ein tieferer E-Modul der Eibe wurde auch auf einer noch tieferen hierarchischen 

Ebene, nämlich der von Tracheiden aus der Übergangszone zwischen Früh- und Spätholz, 

festgestellt. Eibentracheiden wiesen im Vergleich zur Fichte auch die höhere Bruchdehnung 

auf. Dieses Verhalten wurde wie in den vorangegangenen Untersuchungen darauf 

zurückgeführt, dass auch hier ein deutlich grösserer Mikrofibrillenwinkel bei der Eibe 

gemessen wurde. Das erklärt auch den beobachteten zweiphasigen Kurvenverlauf im 

Spannungs-Dehnungs-Diagramm der Eibentracheiden.  

Artikel V: Die deutlichen Unterschiede bezüglich der elastischen Anisotropie zwischen Eibe 

und Fichte insbesondere in der transversalen Ebene (Artikel II) wurden in diesem Artikel 

nochmals gesondert vertieft. Anhand von Mikro-Keilspaltversuchen wurden neben 

elastischen auch Bruchparameter ermittelt. Deutliche Unterschiede zwischen beiden 

Holzarten hinsichtlich der ermittelten Kennwerte und auch hinsichtlich der Bruchbilder 

wurden auf die jeweilige Dichte und Zellgeometrien der beiden Holzarten zurückgeführt.  
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Ergänzende Untersuchungen mit SilviScanTM (eine auf Röntgentechnologie basierende 

Mikrostrukturanalyse zur Erstellung radialer Dichte-, Fibrillenwinkel- und E-Modul-Profile) 

bestätigten im Wesentlichen die in den Artikeln I bis V ermittelten Zusammenhänge, 

insbesondere den recht grossen Mikrofibrillenwinkel der Eibe. Insgesamt konnte ein breites 

und zugleich recht detailliertes Verständnis des elasto-mechanischen Verhaltens der Eibe 

gewonnen werden. In weiterführende Studien sollen vor allem zwei Ziele verfolgt werden: 

1)-die Analyse von Versagensmechanismen des Eibenholzes, ähnlich wie bereits in Artikel V 

beschrieben, soll vertieft werden. Ausserdem sollen weitere relevante Bruchparameter 

bestimmt werden. 2) Auf Basis der in dieser Dissertation ermittelten und unter 1) 

angesprochenen Daten soll das elasto-mechanische Verhalten sowie Bruchphänomene 

numerisch simuliert werden. Aus den so gewonnenen Erkenntnissen können einerseits 

technische Nutzungsmöglichkeiten (biomimetische Umsetzung, Wood-Plastic-Composites) 

abgeleitet werden, andererseits dienen sie dem Verständnis biomechanischer Prozesse. 
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2. General introduction 

Designed and produced by nature, wood is a unique renewable raw material with countless 

fields of application (e.g. building, construction, interior decoration and furnishing, pulpwood 

and composites, recycling and energetic use). Its high strength and stiffness relative to its 

weight make it extremely valuable and efficient particularly when utilized for construction 

and engineering purposes. Investigating the relationships between the structure of wood and 

its mechanical response to external influences by means of appropriate test procedures is 

useful in many respects, e.g. for safety reasons (when wood failure has to be assessed) or 

when newly developed technical materials imitate natural structures (biomimetics). However, 

in spite of the long history of wood-mechanical research, many basic interrelations are still 

unknown. 

In this thesis, selected interrelations of this kind have been examined for Common yew, a 

softwood species classified as extraordinarily elastic and tough. However, knowing the 

anatomical organisation of wood is an indispensable precondition for the correct 

interpretation of its mechanical behaviour. Therefore, a brief overview of the relevant aspects 

of softwood anatomy is presented in further detail before elucidating on the background of the 

investigation into this species. 

 

Softwood anatomy 

Since wood is a hierarchically structured material, it can be divided into several levels of 

anatomic organisation. The following classification of softwoods growing in temperate 

climates starts at the macroscopic and ends at the molecular level. A good schematic 

illustration spanning these levels (Fig. 1) is given by the Wood Technology Research Centre 

(University of Canterbury, New Zealand). 

 

Macro scale 

The cross section of a stem is divided into zones of different tissues and functions. Together 

heartwood and sapwood constitute the xylem that is synonymous with “wood”. Heartwood 

cells are dead and physiologically inactive; the moisture content is generally reduced in this 

part of the stem. Heartwood is often darker in colour on account of the enrichment of the cells 

by various extraneous chemicals (polyphenolic substances) known as extractives. Sapwood is 

active in water conduction and other physiological tasks. The pith is located in the centre of 
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the tree, resulting from the primary growth of the tree. The vascular cambium is a narrow 

layer of meristematic cells located between the xylem and the phloem (bark). It is responsible 

for the secondary growth and thus for the diameter increment of the tree. 

Due to its anisotropic structure and the cylindrical shape of the bole, wood is often considered 

as a rhombic crystalline system in mechanical approaches that has orthotropic properties with 

respect to the axes of symmetry described with cylindrical coordinates: The longitudinal (L) 

direction parallel to the stem axis and the radial (R) and tangential (T) direction defining the 

plane perpendicular to it (where the R direction runs from the pith to the bark and the T 

direction runs parallel to the growth rings). In practical approaches, the curvature of growth 

rings is often neglected: The wood structure of specimens taken at a certain distance from the 

pith is commonly simplified as orthotropic. 

Since clear wood specimens are prescribed for mechanical tests like those performed in this 

thesis, the detailed explanation of so called “wood defects” such as knots or reaction wood 

will be forgone. 

 

Meso scale (growth rings) 

In temperate climates, one growth ring per year develops resulting from cambial divisions. 

Early in the growing season, tracheids with large lumens and thin cell walls (“earlywood”) are 

produced building the water conducting pathways in the growth ring. Towards the end of the 

season (before the cambial divisions are temporarily ceased) tracheids with smaller lumens 

and thicker cell walls (“latewood”) are built providing a stable mechanical support of the 

stem. Depending on the species, the earlywood-latewood transition can be gradual or abrupt. 

Periodic differences in density are reflected in the xylem colour and cause the familiar 

repetitive growth ring pattern, where earlywood appears light and latewood dark. Differences 

in the radial width of growth rings largely arise from altering environmental conditions during 

the growth periods. The recurrent alternation resembles a sandwich construction. 

 

Micro scale (cells) 

Compared to hardwoods, the xylem of softwoods has a relatively simple and uniform 

structure: 90-95% of its volume is composed of tracheids, slender tube-like cells oriented in 

the longitudinal direction, which makes wood a fibre composite from the technological point 

of view. This arrangement leads to a high “along the grain” strength but also a high spatial 
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anisotropy. In the majority of cases, tracheids are between 3 and 5 mm long and 15 to 60 μm 

wide, resulting in a length-to-diameter ratio of about 100:1. They overlap one another along 

their tapered ends. Since they arise from divisions of the fusiform cambial cells, tracheids are 

radially aligned. Consequently, their tangential dimensions remain fairly uniform while their 

radial width decreases from earlywood to latewood.  

Besides longitudinally aligned cells, softwoods also have cells termed rays running in the 

radial direction (the radial direction runs from pith to bark). They primarily consist of 

parenchyma cells that store nutrients and provide a radial pathway for transport. In various 

species, rays also contain tracheids and resin canals. The rays of most softwoods are only one 

cell wide (“uniseriate”) but about 15 cells high (this may vary from 2 to 40 or even more 

cells). It can be assumed that rays fulfil a mechanical function (radial reinforcement); at least 

this has been shown for hardwoods by Burgert and Eckstein (2001). 

 

Nano scale (cell walls) 

A mature and fully lignified tracheid consists of a wall enclosing a lumen, the wall being 

composed of the primary wall (P) and a compound secondary wall (S). The walls differ in the 

orientation of their cellulose microfibrils which are bundles of cellulose embedded in a gel-

like matrix of hemicelluloses and pectic compounds. 

The thin primary wall (0.1 μm) has no lamellate structure; its microfibril texture is dispersed. 

The secondary wall consists of three distinct layers, the S1, S2 and S3. The closely packed 

microfibrils run broadly parallel to one another in these layers, winding helically round the 

cell at a certain angle to the cell axis (the microfibril angle (MFA)). Two striations of 

microfibrils with alternate orientation are present in the S1. This layer is 0.1 to 0.3 μm thick, 

the MFA ranges between 50° and 75°. In the S2, the microfibrils are clearly less inclined (10° 

to 30°); the thickness of this layer increases from earlywood (1-4 μm) to latewood (3-8 μm). 

The angle of the 0.1 μm thick S3 (60°-90°) is even slightly higher than that of the S1.  

The structure of the S2, by far the thickest cell wall layer, strongly determines the mechanical 

properties of wood. In particular the influence of the MFA on stiffness and strength has been 

verified in numerous studies (e.g. Cave and Walker 1994; Reiterer et al. 1999; Burgert et al. 

2002; Lindstrom et al. 2002). One structural aspect, however, is still a matter of discussion: 
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According to Fengel and Wegener (1989), the S2 consists of concentric lamella. In contrast, 

another model (Sell and Zimmermann 1993) describes some kind of radial lamellation. 

A further layer often present in softwoods is the “warty layer”. Obviously composed of 

lignin-like material, it is additionally deposited on the secondary wall.  

The substance in the intercellular region is called middle lamella (ML). It is free of cellulose 

fibrils and acts as a bonding agent between two adjacent cells; thus it is not a structural part of 

the cell wall. Since it is hard to distinguish from the primary wall, both layers are frequently 

embraced as compound middle lamella (CML). 

 

Nano scale (molecules) 

The main structural cell wall components are cellulose, hemicelluloses and lignin with 

varying volume fractions depending on species and cell type.  

Cellulose (40 to 50% by volume) is an unbranched chain polymer containing up to 7000 

β-D-glucose units. As strands running parallel to one another, they agglomerate to slender 

microfibrils with crystalline and non-crystalline regions along their length.  

Hemicelluloses (25% by volume) are partly branched polysaccharide chains with a high 

variability and a lower degree of polymerisation than cellulose (<1000). They are partly 

associated with cellulose fibrils. The complexes of cellulose and hemicelluloses are embedded 

in a matrix of hemicelluloses and lignin causing the laminated characteristic of the cell wall.  

Lignin (20 to 30% by volume) is composed of phenyl propane units and has an amorphous 

three-dimensional structure. From the mechanical point of view, cellulose and lignin are often 

compared with ferro-concrete since cellulose is able to resist considerable tensile loads while 

lignin predominantly carries compression loads. Besides these basic structural components, 

cell walls can contain a variable quantity of extraneous organic chemicals collectively termed 

extractives, and also small amounts of inorganic elements.  

The stiffness coefficients of the different cell wall components vary to a great extent. While 

stiffness reaches values of 130-170 GPa for cellulose and 14-18 GPa for hemicelluloses (in 

the direction of their (main) chains, respectively), it is only 2.0-3.5 GPa for the amorphous 

lignin (Persson 2000).  
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Fig. 1: Hierarchical organization of softwoods. This is a modified version of the 
original illustration by the Wood Technology Research Centre (University of 
Canterbury, Christchurch, New Zealand). 
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Motivation: The distinctive position of yew among softwoods 

From the technological point of view, the softwood species Common yew (Taxus baccata L.) 

is well known for its extraordinary longitudinal elasticity and toughness (Sell 1997). For a 

better assessment of this characterisation, these terms are briefly explained in the following: 

• Elasticity is defined as non-permanent deformation of a material subjected to stress, i.e. 

the material returns to its original shape when the stress is removed. The amount of 

deformation is called strain; a material allowing high strain rates is regarded as 

particularly elastic. As stipulated by Hooke’s law, the relationship between stress and 

strain is linear (“linear elasticity”) within the elastic regime.  

• Toughness is a stressed material’s resistance to fracture. It is defined as the energy that a 

material can absorb until fracture. The amount of energy corresponds to the integral of the 

complete stress-strain curve, i.e. it covers the elastic range as well as the plastic 

(permanent) deformation beyond the elastic limit.  

With both definitions considered together, yew is regarded as highly deformable in the 

longitudinal direction prior to and beyond the elastic limit, and yew is able to absorb a large 

amount of energy during deformation. Therefore, it is no coincidence that in earlier centuries, 

yew wood was frequently used e.g. for certain weapons (longbows, lances, crossbows; 

Bariska 1998) or cartwheels. These areas of application require one or several of these 

properties, i.e. flexibility, resistance to fracture and the ability to store energy that can be 

explosively released as in the case of a longbow shooting an arrow. 

Being defined as the slope of a material’s stress-strain curve in the linear-elastic range, the 

modulus of elasticity (MOE)1 describes a material’s tendency to be elastically deformed under 

short-duration states of moderate stress. Although not providing any information about the 

length of the elastic range, which can considerably vary between (but also within) wood 

species, the MOE contributes to assessing their elasticity. Most of the few available literature 

references report MOEs between 6.2 and 12 GPa for yew (Sekhar and Sharma 1959; 

Jakubczyk 1966; Wagenführ 2000; Märki et al. 2005), which is not unusual for European 

                                                 
1 The terms “modulus of elasticity (MOE)”, “Young’s modulus” and “stiffness” are used synonymously in this 
thesis. However, although common practice in wood science, the linguistic usage of “stiffness” is not exact from 
the mechanical point of view: The flexural stiffness of a member, e.g., is the product of the MOE and the second 
moment of area; the extensional stiffness is the product of the MOE and the cross-sectional area perpendicular to 
the load direction. 
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softwoods. None of them, however, have such an extremely high raw density as yew (about 

650 kg m-3 or even higher) although there is typically a reasonable species-spanning positive 

relationship between raw density and MOE (Fig. 2).  

Altogether yew clearly holds a distinctive position among softwoods regarding its 

longitudinal deformability. However, the background of the relatively compliant mechanical 

response in light of the high density is as yet unknown. This prompted us – within the 

framework of this thesis – to delve deeper into the elasto-mechanical behaviour of yew wood 

as a case study for structure-function relationships. 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 2: Interrelation between raw density and longitudinal Young’s modulus for yew 
and various commercial softwoods, the latter as compiled by Sell (1997): Cedar (1), 
Douglas fir (2), Fir (3), Hemlock (4), Larch (5), Maritime pine (6), Mediterranean 
stone pine (7), Norway spruce (8), Radiata pine (9), Redwood (10), Scots pine(11), 
Sitka spruce (12), Southern Pine (13), Swiss stone pine (14), Western red cedar (15), 
Weymouth pine (16). The high yew value (15.7 GPa) reported by Sell (1997) seems to 
be a statistical outlier; at least it could not be confirmed by the results presented in the 
further course of this thesis.  
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Yew is of commercial relevance almost exclusively in the medical sector nowadays as its 

extraneous constituents are, for instance, utilised to support cancer therapies (Parmar et al. 

1999). However, being a protected species, yew is not employed for construction purposes or 

in wood composites; consequently, literature covering technological aspects is rare. 

Nonetheless, the available information on structure and mechanical properties is compiled in 

the following. 

 

Structural features 

The behaviour of a material under load depends on its structure. In this respect yew wood is 

easily distinguishable from other softwoods. Its wood is characterised by narrow tree rings 

with often wavy tree ring boundaries. The auburn heartwood can be easily distinguished from 

the sapwood. A larger quantity of encased dead knots and irregular grain complicates the 

production of clear specimens as do large amounts of compression wood. Only two cell types 

are formed in the xylem: tracheids and homocellular wood rays (Wagenführ 2000). The 

tracheids are rather short (≈ 2 mm) with a high cell wall / lumen ratio causing a remarkably 

high density compared to other European conifers. The density gradient between earlywood 

and latewood tracheids is smaller than in other conifers (Wagenführ 2000). In other words, 

even in the earlywood the tracheid walls of yew are relatively thick. 

The conspicuous spiral thickenings are identifying features of the tracheids (Wergin and 

Casperson 1961). They are ridges of cell wall material comprising an S-helix about the cell 

axis over a portion or the entire lumen surface (Parham and Kaustinen 1973). The mechanical 

effects of these spiral thickenings are largely unknown. In view of their small diameters 

compared to the remaining tracheid wall material, however, it can be assumed that their 

influence on the mechanical properties of yew is negligible. Instead, it is conceivable that they 

influence water conduction in the cell lumina.  

The high percentage of wood rays indicates an increased radial reinforcement. A further 

characteristic feature is the high extractives content (Uslu 1997; Wagenführ 2000; Mertoglu-

Elmas 2003) rather typical for tropical species. On the one hand, this makes yew heartwood 

extremely durable. On the other hand, a high extractives content influences the sorption 

behaviour by lowering the equilibrium moisture content of wood (Nzokou and Kamdem 

2004) which impacts swelling and shrinkage.  
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Fig. 3: Scanning electron microscope images of Common yew and Norway spruce 
showing the transverse (a: yew; b: spruce), the radial (c: yew; d: spruce) and the 
tangential planes (e: yew; f: spruce). Compared to spruce, yew tracheids are smaller in 
diameter and have spiral thickening. Resin canals are not present in the yew tissue. 
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Structural characteristics of yew wood are shown in Fig. 3 and are summarised in Table 1. For 

an easier assessment of the presented features and data, yew is opposed to spruce (so as to 

serve as a reference), probably the most-investigated wood species of all.  

 

Mechanical properties 

The compilation of mechanical properties is incomplete in the case of yew, particularly with 

regard to elastic properties. While the longitudinal stiffness has already been addressed above, 

transverse stiffness and the shear moduli are unknown. Taking the high density of yew into 

account, the remarkably high Brinell hardness is not surprising. Tensile strength, compression 

strength and bending strength are slightly higher than the corresponding spruce values; impact 

bending strength (147 kJ m-2) is even three times as high (Sell 1997). In other words, yew 

wood is able to resist considerable dynamic loads. Furthermore, this high value indicates 

extraordinary fracture energy. An overview of the mechanical properties of yew and spruce 

wood is given in Table 2. 
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Table 1: Structural characteristics of yew and spruce wood 
       

Structural 
characteristics 

  Yew (Taxus baccata L.)  Spruce (Picea abies [L.] 
Karst.) 

 

       

General 
characteristics 

  − clear and wavy tree-ring 
boundaries 

− gradual early wood/late 
wood transition 

− no resin canals 
− narrow ringed 
− spiral thickenings on the 

surface of the secondary 
wall 

− many encased knots 
− irregular grain 

[1,2,3] − clear tree-ring 
boundaries 

− gradual early wood/late 
wood transition 

− resin canals 

[1,3] 

       

Density Raw  
(MC = 12%) 
 

[kg m-3] 640…670…810 
630…720 
710 

[1] 
[4] 
[8] 

330…470…680 
430…470 
420 

[1] 
[1] 
[8] 

       

 oven-dry [kg m-3] 610…640…740 
590…670 
620 

[1] 
[4] 
[5] 

300…430…640 
400…430 

[1] 
[4] 

       

Tracheids percentage [%] ≈ 86 [1] 94…95…96 [1] 
       

 length [μm] 1550…1950…2250 [1] 1300…2800…4300 [1] 
       

 lumen [μm] 5…9…14 [1] 3…17…22 [1] 
       

 wall thickness [μm] Early wood: 
Late wood:

4.2 
7.7 

[1] Early wood: 
Late wood: 

3.5 
10.7 

[1] 

       

Rays percentage [%] ≈ 14 [1] 4…5…6 [1] 
       

 density (rays 
per mm in 
tangential 
direction) 

 5…7…10 [1] 4…5…7 [1] 

       

 width [μm] 7…10…16 [1] 8…14 [1] 
       

 height [μm] 80…145…230 [1] 100…150…190 [1] 
       

 composition  − homocellular (radial 
parenchyma) 

[1] − heterocellular (radial 
parenchyma and radial 
tracheids) 

[1] 

       

Axial 
parenchyma 

percentage [%] 0 [1] 0…1…6 [1] 

       

Chemical 
composition 

cellulose [%] 32.6 
41.6…48.6 

[1] 
[6] 

42.0 [1] 

       

 pentosan [%] 9.8 [7] 6.8…12.0 [1] 
       

 lignin [%] 28.8 
26.1…28.8 

[1] 
[6] 

24.0 [1] 

       

 extractives 
(ethanol 
benzene) 

[%] 7.4…14.3 
10.2…20.6 
19.2 

[1] 
[6] 
[7] 

1.5 [1] 

       

 ash [%] 0.3 
0.4…0.6 
0.2 

[1] 
[6] 
[7] 

0.6 [1] 

[1] Wagenführ (2000)  [2] Kucera (1998)  [3] Grosser (1977)   [4] Sell (1997)  
[5] Jakubczyk (1966)  [6] Uslu (1997)   [7] Mertoglu-Elmas (2003) [8] Märki et al. (2005) 
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Table 2: Mechanical properties of yew and spruce wood 
       

Mechanical properties   Yew (Taxus baccata L.)  Spruce (Picea abies [L.] 
Karst.) 

 

       

Tensile strength σtB ║ [MPa] 108 [1] 80…90 
21…90…245 
80 

[1] 
[2] 
[3] 

       

Tensile strength σtB ⊥ [MPa] 3.3…4.5 [4] 1.5…2.7…4.0 
1.7…2.2 
3.9…4.8 

[2] 
[5] 
[6] 

       

Compression strength σcB ║ [MPa] 57 
58 
48…63 

[1] 
[2] 
[4] 

40…50 
33…50…79 
40 
30…43…67 

[1] 
[2] 
[3] 
[7] 

       

Bending strength  σbB ║ [MPa] 85 
92 
83…100 

[1] 
[2] 
[4] 

65…77 
49…78…136 
68 
42…66…116 

[1] 
[2] 
[3] 
[7] 

       

MOE in bending MOEb ║ [MPa] 15700 
12000 
6200…10300 
7000 
10200 

[1] 
[2] 
[4]  
[8] 
[12] 

10000…12000 
7300…11000…21400 
10000 
11600 

[1] 
[2] 
[3] 
[12] 

       

 MOEb ⊥ 
(rad.) 

[MPa]   800 
170…540…690 
700 

[3] 
[9] 
[10] 

       

 MOEb ⊥ 
(tang.) 

[MPa]   450 
170…540…690 
400 

[3] 
[9] 
[10] 

       

Shear strength τB [MPa] 12.8 
14.6 

[4] 
[8] 

5.0…7.5 
4.0…6.7…12.0 

[1] 
[2] 

       

Shear modulus GLR
 [MPa]   629 [9] 

       

 GLT [MPa]   781 [9] 
       

 GRT [MPa]   37 [9] 
       

Impact bending 
strength 

a [kJ/m2] 147 [1] 40…50 
10…46…110 
10…45…108 

[1] 
[2] 
[9] 

       

Fracture toughness KIC RL [kJ m-2] 0.56 [12] 0.3 
0.27…0.47 
0.37 

[7] 
[11] 
[12] 

       

 KIC TL [kJ m-2] 0.46 [12] 0.3 
0.25…0.42 
0.23 

[7] 
[11] 
[12] 

       

Brinell hardness HB ║ [MPa] 68 
65…71 
59…(98) 

[1] 
[2] 
[9] 

31 
32 

[1] 
[2] 

       

 HB ⊥ [MPa] 31 
29…(59) 

[1] 
[9] 

12…16 
12 

[1] 
[2] 

[1] Sell (1997)  [2] Wagenführ (2000) [3] DIN 68364 (2003) [4] Sekhar and Sharma (1959) 
[5] Pozgaj et al. (1997) [6] Welling (1987)  [7] Niemz (1993)  [8] Jakubczyk (1966) 
[9] Kollmann (1951) [10] Keylwerth (1951) [11] Logemann and Schelling (1992) [12] Märki et al. (2005) 
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Main research objectives and arrangement of this thesis 
The overall objective of this thesis was a comprehensive evaluation of the elasto-mechanical 

behaviour of yew at standard climatic conditions (20°C, 65% relative humidity). To determine 

this, primarily three sub-objectives were set: We aimed to: 

1) characterise the elastic behaviour of yew in the three principle growth directions by 

determining all relevant elastic engineering parameters, 

2) evaluate the axial stiffness of yew at three hierarchical levels (the solid wood level, the 

tissue level and the level of individual tracheids), 

3) find structure-function interrelations explaining the mechanical response of yew. 

To achieve these objectives, standardised and self-developed macro- and micromechanical 

approaches were followed. In all mechanical tests, load was applied within time periods short 

enough to neglect creep phenomena (less than 0.1 hours). Therefore, the initial deformations 

of wood caused by moderate external loads were assumed as linear-elastic (as is common 

practice using the engineering notation of the generalised Hooke’s law). In addition to the 

mechanical tests, anatomical features of yew were studied at different structural levels.  

Although mechanical properties can cover a wide range within a species, a certain variation of 

test results may probably be put down to varying boundary conditions of the chosen testing 

procedures. Therefore, all of our tests were also performed on Norway spruce (Picea abies 

[L.] Karst.), a very suitable reference species due to its best known mechanical and structural 

properties. 

From an experimental point of view, this thesis is organised in three parts. In the first part, we 

verified selected fundamental mechanical properties (longitudinal Young’s modulus, 

transverse tensile strength, shear strength) in preliminary tests. On the one hand, we aimed to 

first obtain a practical idea of the mechanical behaviour of yew. On the other hand, we wanted 

to avoid relying exclusively on literature references. In the second part, the three sub-

objectives mentioned above were addressed. These investigations, described by means of five 

papers, represent the core of this thesis. Supplementary examination is presented in the third 

part and serves the purpose to provide a wider statistical basis for certain conclusions drawn 

in the papers. A schematic overview of the thesis organisation is illustrated in Fig. 4.  
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Fig. 4: Overview of the thesis organisation.  

 

To put the thesis into perspective, Fig. 5 illustrates the significance of these investigations 

within a superordinate project. This thesis represents the first of three intended parts: After 

concentrating on the elasto-mechanical properties in this first part, the main focus of the 

second part will be on the fracture-mechanical characterisation of yew (particularly using 

micromechanical approaches). The data collected in the first two experimentally oriented 

parts will provide a basis for the third and final part: The elasto- and fracture-mechanical 

behaviour of yew is to be modelled (numerical simulations) and possible benefit from the 

gained knowledge is to be devised. 

 

 

 
Fig. 5: Integration of the thesis into a superordinate project.  
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Specific research objectives addressed in the papers 

Paper I 

Published values of the Young’s modulus of yew are restricted to the longitudinal load 

direction so far. The low axial stiffness of yew, however, does not allow conclusions to be 

drawn regarding the radial and tangential stiffness. This can be put down to the fact that the 

softwood structure is strongly anisotropic due to the fibrous tracheids aligned parallel to the 

stem axis.  

Therefore, we were interested in determining further elastic engineering parameters (namely 

the three Young’s and three shear moduli) to improve our understanding of the elasto-

mechanical behaviour of yew. While determining Young’s moduli is quite an easy task (e.g. 

by tension or bending tests), determining shear moduli is rather complicated. We derived the 

elastic constants from the velocity of ultrasonic waves applied to small cubic yew and spruce 

specimens. This experimental setup has the following advantages:  

1) All Young’s and shear moduli can be determined on one and the same specimen. 2) Flaws 

in the wood structure can be eliminated or at least minimised. 3) The influence of different 

wood moisture contents on the elastic constants should be easily measurable. This is of 

particular interest, because yew wood contains large amounts of extractives resulting in a 

lower relative water vapour adsorption compared to spruce.  

 

Paper II 

Regarded as a rhombic crystalline system, the elastic stress-strain relations of wood are 

commonly described using 12 compliance coefficients calculated from the elastic constants. 

The results of Paper I, however, can provide only six of them. Consequently, the main 

objective of this study was to determine the Poisson’s ratios of yew and spruce, this time 

statically by means of tension tests. In addition, the Young’s moduli should be measured once 

again to evaluate possible deviations between dynamically and statically determined values.  

By adding the results of Paper I, a complete set of elastic engineering parameters is now 

available. This allows for further interpretation of the 3-dimensional elastic behaviour of both 

species, even when the load axis does not coincide with one of the three main growth 

directions. The principle of the latter, a transformation of stress-strain equations to a 

3-dimensional coordinate system, was shown for the first time by Hörig (1933). By means of 
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graphical projections of the transformed coordinates, we wanted to examine potential 

differences between yew and spruce regarding their spatial anisotropic elastic behaviour at the 

solid wood level.  

 

Papers III and IV 

The low longitudinal Young’s modulus of yew relative to its high density (as reported in 

several literature references) has been determined in mechanical tests on standardized solid 

wood specimens. However, it is still unknown if this compliant behaviour is also established 

at other levels of structural organisation. To answer this question, the Young’s modulus of 

yew and spruce samples was analysed at two lower hierarchical levels. In Paper III, we 

focussed on tissue slices (220 μm thin) cut from the radial plane of small wood cuboids to 

determine their axial stiffness in tension tests. In Paper IV, tensile tests performed on 

individual tracheids from the transition zone between earlywood and latewood are described. 

In both micromechanical approaches, the MFAs of the secondary cell wall layer, S2, was 

additionally measured, since it is reasonable to assume that they play a prominent role 

towards the low axial stiffness of yew. 

 

Paper V 

Due to the fibrous shape of tracheids, the mechanical behaviour of wood loaded parallel and 

perpendicular to the grain are dictated by different factors: While, for example, the MFA 

clearly influences the longitudinal mechanical response, density is much more deciding in the 

transverse plane where wood can be regarded as a honeycomb-like material. Paper V 

addresses the behaviour of yew and spruce when a load is oriented perpendicular to the grain. 

However, since the radial and tangential Young’s moduli were already known from the 

Papers I and II, the focus of Paper V is rather directed at the question: How is the high raw 

density of yew reflected in its fracture characteristics? 

To answer this question, micro wedge splitting tests were performed. The advantage of this 

method is that the specimen geometry is particularly suitable when forces act perpendicular to 

the grain, since they support stable crack propagation. Furthermore, due to their size, flawless 

as possible samples can be used. We derived characteristic elasto-mechanical and fracture 

parameters from load-displacement curves and evaluated microscopic fracture phenomena 

after the tests. 
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Material 

Although being a protected species, in certain cases felling of yews is inevitable due to 

silvicultural tending measures. This facilitated obtaining the raw yew material for our 

investigations whereas obtaining spruce of course is unproblematic. The 2.5 m long bottom 

stems sections of yew and spruce used for specimen production of the main investigations 

were obtained from tree populations in Zurich (Switzerland) and surroundings, i.e. mainly 

from the Uetliberg region where the trees had grown on brown earth at an altitude of about 

500 to 700 m above sea level. In certain cases, samples from further regions were 

investigated. Their origin will be described in the respective thesis section. 

The five yew stems comprised 150-200 growth rings and were 25-30 cm in diameter. The five 

spruce stems contained fewer growth rings (80-130) but were thicker (40-60 cm). The green 

wood was cut to 5-cm-thick planks using a frame saw. After half a year of air seasoning, the 

planks reached a moisture content of approximately 15-17%. Subsequently, they were further 

dried in a climate chamber at 20°C and 65% relative humidity for several months until the 

equilibrium moisture content (11-12%) was reached.  

Specimens were taken at approximately breast height at a sufficient distance from the pith, i.e. 

from the outer heartwood region, where the curvature of the growth rings can be neglected 

and the material structure can be regarded as simply orthotropic. Special tissues such as 

juvenile wood, sapwood and compression wood were sorted out. 

 

A brief digression: Micromechanical investigations on wood 

Plants are hierarchically organized materials. Many of its mechanical characteristics originate 

from anatomical features present at the micro or even nano scale. Consequently, the 

identification of structure-function relationships, as intended in this thesis, requires moving 

downward in scale and researching into very small structural details. Many decades ago, this 

special branch of mechanics evolved in materials science into a new discipline termed 

“micromechanics”. Since several micromechanical approaches were followed in the present 

thesis, this digression briefly elucidates on the most important aspects of this special 

discipline.  

Unfortunately, “micromechanics” is a vague term; actually it also includes phenomena 

present at sub-micron levels. Nowadays we cannot imagine modern wood science without 
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micromechanics. Given the properties of the constituent structural components of wood at a 

small scale, the goals of micromechanics are to explain or even predict (e.g. in numerical 

simulations) the properties of wood at larger scales. Moreover - from the biomechanical point 

of view - micromechanics also contributes to a better understanding of the interaction of 

individual structural elements within a superordinate system such as a plant.  

Burgert (2006) provides a comprehensive, although not exhaustive, state-of-the-art review of 

micromechanics in the field of wood, including relevant literary references. The most 

important aspects of his review and some additions are schematically represented in Fig. 6.  

 

 
 

Fig. 6: Selected aspects of micromechanical investigations performed on wood 
specimen, partly based on Burgert (2006).  

 

In many respects micromechanical approaches are comparable with investigations at higher 

hierarchical levels; the same mechanical properties are determined, and the test procedures are 

similar. Certain experimental circumstances, however, are vitally important. Particularly the 

selection and pre-treatment of specimens as well as the boundary conditions of the testing 

procedures require reasonable care. Undesired effects (artefacts) due to mistakes or poor 

accuracy can be enormous and may lead to misinterpretation. In contrast to mechanical tests 

at larger scales, micromechanical tests are usually not standardised. This implicates that often 

individual solutions (testing machines, specimen geometries) are developed. Thus the 
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comparability of results, determined by means of the same material but in different 

laboratories and under different circumstances, is clearly hampered.  

In recent years, considerable progress was made in micromechanics. On the one hand, this 

can be put down to technical advances (e.g. computing power, optical systems). On the other 

hand, scientists have improved the preparation and handling of miniature specimens to a great 

extent. This has proven to be a crucial precondition to performing such experiments and 

requires accumulated methodological experience. A further increase in efficiency of 

micromechanical investigations can be achieved when so-called “in situ” experiments are 

carried out. “In situ” means that, while specimens are subjected to a mechanical load, 

structural or chemical characteristics are documented simultaneously. Thus, these analyses or 

observations can directly be associated to the mechanical performance of specimens.  
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3. Preliminary mechanical tests 

Before turning to the main research objectives (Papers I to V), selected mechanical properties 

of yew (longitudinal modulus of elasticity (MOEL)), tensile strength perpendicular to the 

grain, shear strength) have been determined in preliminary tests on solid wood specimens, 

actually for two reasons: 

1) The elasticity of yew is the subject of investigation in this thesis. Literary references 

regarding the MOEL of yew, however, cover an exceptionally broad range. Therefore, we 

performed our own tests to verify the MOEL and to gain a first rough insight into the elastic 

response of yew. 

2) Tensile strength perpendicular to the grain and longitudinal shear strength definitely 

contribute to a quick assessment of the characteristic mechanical behaviour of a wood species 

even though not describing the elastic behaviour. Being sparsely published, we verified these 

properties as well. Their knowledge provides some degree of guidance where to place 

emphasis in the main investigations.  

All tests were performed on yew specimens and, so as to serve as a reference, also on spruce 

specimens. The static tests were carried out using a Zwick Z 100 universal testing machine 

with a maximum load capacity of 100 kN. 

 

Longitudinal modulus of elasticity 

To avoid possible misinterpretation of data, e.g. due to the chosen experimental boundary 

conditions, three different test procedures were carried out to determine MOEL, two of them 

non-destructively. First, MOEL was calculated on the basis of sound velocity and 

eigenfrequency for the same set of specimens (dimensions: 400 mm (longitudinal) x 20 mm 

(radial) x 20 mm (tangential), n = 60) subsequently statically loaded in bending. 

 

Determination of MOEL based on sound velocity measurements 

The dynamic MOEL was calculated from the sound propagation time for the longitudinal 

sound waves passing through the specimen, measured with the aid of a Steinkamp BP5 sound 

propagation timer (frequency: 50 kHz). Equation 1 is valid for a slender rod with a small 
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width and height compared to the wave length of the acoustic signal (Krautkrämer and 

Krautkrämer 1986): 
  

2cMOE us ⋅= ρ                                                                          (1) 

                   

where MOEs is the MOE determined by sound velocity, ρu is the raw density at 20°C and 

65% RH and c is the sound velocity. 
 

Determination of MOEL based on eigenfrequency measurements 

The eigenfrequency of bending waves based on the impulse excitation technique as described 

by Görlacher (1984) was measured using a Grindo-Sonic MK5 Industrial. In both nodal 

points for first order oscillations, the specimens were supported by foam rubber damped 

bearings. They were excited by a singular elastic strike with an impulse tool. The vibrations in 

the tangential direction resulting from the strike correspond to static bending. A piezoelectric 

needle sensed the mechanical vibrations of the specimens and transformed them into electric 

signals. The calculation of the MOE was based on equation 2: 
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where MOEb,G is the MOE determined by eigenfrequency, l is the specimen length, f0 is the 

eigenfrequency, ρu is the raw density at 20°C and 65% RH, i is the radius of inertia (i2 = 

h2/12, where h is the specimen height), and K1 and mn
4 are constants depending on the order 

of vibration. The following constants are used for first order bending vibrations: K1 = 49.48 

and mn
4 = 500.6 (Görlacher 1984). 

 

Determination of MOEL based on static bending tests 

3-point bending tests were carried out according to DIN 52186. The MOE was calculated on 

basis of equation 3, 
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Δ
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4                        (3)

                   

where MOEB is the MOE determined in 3-point bending, l is the distance between the centres 

of the supports, b is the specimen width, h is the specimen height, ΔF is any load difference to 

the proportional limit of the specimen and Δf is the deflection in the centre of the specimen 

corresponding to ΔF. Additionally, bending strength σbB and work to ultimate load wu were 

determined, the latter as defined by Bodig and Jayne (1982): 

 

V
W

w F
u

max=                                        (4)

  

where wu is the work to ultimate load, WFmax is the work to Fmax, and V is the sample volume 

inside the bearings. The peripheral strain (DIN 53452) indicates the maximum strain within 

the specimen: 

 

2
max6

sl
fh ⋅⋅

=ε                                       (5) 

 

where ε is the peripheral strain, fmax is the deflection at maximum load, ls is the support span 

and h is the specimen height. However, this equation is actually valid for homogeneous 

materials such as synthetics; therefore a systematic error may be expected. 

 

Results 

The mean MOEL determined for yew by static bending (9700 MPa) was clearly lower than 

the corresponding value for spruce (12100 MPa). Remarkably, none of the yew specimens 

reached a value close to 15700 MPa as reported by Sell (1997) (who quoted the highest yew 

MOEL of all literature references; see Fig. 2 on page 12) although samples free of 

compression wood, without knots and with as little irregular grain as possible were tested. 
Stress-strain graphs of all yew and spruce specimens are shown in Fig. 1 where the most 

important findings of the bending tests are visible at a glance: 
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Fig. 1: Stress-strain graphs of all yew and spruce specimens tested in bending. The 

yellow line represents the average curve for the specimens up to a stress of about 60 

MPa; the horizontal red line shows the mean ultimate stress; the vertical red line 

shows the mean peripheral strain. 

 

1) The lower stiffness of yew is clarified by the less steep slope of the average curve, which 

corresponds to the results of the dynamic measurements. The MOEL obtained from 

eigenfrequency tests was close to the static values. The MOEL calculated from sound 

velocity, however, was proportionally higher than the static values (~35% for yew and 

~-29% for spruce) due to a methodological problem (Bucur 1995). Anyway, the high 

correlation between the dynamic and static tests (Fig. 2, 3) indicates that the 

comparatively low axial stiffness is an inherent characteristic of yew wood that can be 

observed regardless of the chosen test procedure. An overview of the results mentioned 

above is given in Table 1. 

2) The longitudinal strain within the elastic range is clearly larger for yew specimens 

explaining the suitability of yew for weapons such as longbows where “flexibility” is 

required, i.e., a combination of low stiffness and large elastic strains. 
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Fig. 2: Relationship between static and dynamic tests for yew. MOES is calculated 

from sound velocity and MOEb,G from eigenfrequency; MOEb is determined by static 

bending; R2 = coefficient of determination based on the linear regression. 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3: Relationship between static and dynamic tests for spruce. 
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3) Despite the relatively low MOEL, the mean bending strength of yew (118 MPa, Table 2) 

was about 40% higher than in spruce (86 MPa). This may follow from the superior raw 

density of yew being accompanied by a higher absolute quantity of cellulose fibrils 

carrying the tensile loads.  

4) The maximum peripheral strain immediately before failure was 54% higher for yew than 

for spruce. This high strain and simultaneously high bending strength result in great work 

to ultimate load (wu) serving as a measure of the combined strength and toughness of the 

bending specimens. It was more than twice as high for yew (173 kJ m-3) than for spruce 

(83 kJ m-3) (Table 2). 

 

Table 1: Sound velocity and MOE determined by dynamic and static tests. 

 
Number of 
specimens   Density 

Sound 
velocity Young’s modulus (MOE) 

        
 n  ρ c MOEs MOEb,G MOEb 
   (kg m-3) (m s-1) (MPa) (MPa) (MPa) 

Yew 60 x  680 4410 13100 10100 9700 
  v (%) 10.6 9.0 15.2 16.8 17.0 
             
Spruce 60 x  430 6010 15600 12500 12100 
  v (%) 6.1 3.2 10.5 12.0 12.2 
MOES is calculated from sound velocity and MOEb,G from eigenfrequency; MOEb is determined by 

static bending. x = mean; v = coefficient of variation. 
 

Table 2: Peripheral strain to fracture, bending strength and work to ultimate load. 

 
Number of 
specimens Density 

Bending 
strength 

Peripheral 
strain 

Work to 
ultimate 

load 
 n ρ σbB ε wu 
  (kg m-3) (MPa) (%) (kJ m-3) 

Yew 60 x 680 118 2.0 173 
  v (%) 10.6 14.5 30.8 47.8 
          
Spruce 60 x 430 86 1.3 83 
  v (%) 6.1 10.3 13.2 24.8 

x = mean; v = coefficient of variation. 
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Transverse tensile strength 

The tensile strength of yew and spruce loaded perpendicular to the grain was determined in 

fracture experiments according to ASTM D 143-94 (specimen geometry: see Fig. 4). Due to 

size limitations in the radial and tangential directions, the specimens strongly deviate from 

sample geometries known from tension tests parallel to the grain. Since constant cross-

sectional dimensions are lacking in the narrow section, only ultimate stress (but not the radial 

and tangential MOE) can be measured. The specimen is subjected to non-uniform stress 

distribution; this fact is neglected in the ASTM standard. However, a direct comparison of 

yew and spruce is possible by estimating their respective transverse tensile strength. A total of 

ten specimens per species were loaded in the radial and another ten in the tangential direction. 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 4: Geometry of ASTM perpendicular-to-the-grain tension specimens (all 

dimension in mm).  

 

 

Results 

The values we measured for yew (5.9 MPa radial, 4.3 MPa tangential) exceed the values for 

spruce (3.6 MPa radial, 2.6 MPa tangential) by more than 60% (Table 3). In contrast to the 

longitudinal direction, where stiffness and strength are essentially dictated by the MFA of the 

S2, the transverse mechanical properties are primarily influenced by cell geometry (Kahle and 

Woodhouse 1994), wood density and ray percentage. The relatively thick cell walls and small 
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lumens of yew tracheids, together with narrow growth rings and thus high latewood 

percentages, cause the high density of yew wood. The radial tensile strength of both species 

was nearly 40% higher than their tangential strength due to the reinforcing effect of the rays 

that not only influence the radial stiffness but also the radial strength (Burgert 2000).  

 

Table 3: Tensile strength perpendicular to the grain. x = mean; v = coefficient of variation. 

 
Load 

direction 
Number of 
specimens Density Tensile strength 

  n ρ σtB ⊥ 
   (kg m-3) (MPa) 

Yew R 10 x 650 5.9 
   v (%) 5.3 19.9 
     
 T 10 x 640 4.3 
   v (%) 2.2 14.2 
     

Spruce R 10 x 440 3.6 
   v (%) 6.8 24.6 
     
 T 10 x 440 2.6 
   v (%) 6.8 14.7 

 

 

Longitudinal shear strength in the LR and LT planes 

The shear strength parallel to the grain is the ability to resist internal slipping of one part upon 

another along the grain. The ultimate shear stress of yew and spruce specimens was 

determined by fracture experiments on cubic specimens (edge length = 5 cm) according to 

DIN 52187.  
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Fig. 5: Position of the LR and LT shear planes in cubic specimens. 

 

 

A pure state of shear stress in wood, however, is complicated to generate experimentally as 

besides orthogonal shear stresses, eccentric loading as prescribed by the DIN standard causes 

additional forces necessary to resist a rotation. These additional forces may implicate a certain 

error but are usually ignored when calculating shear stress. Seven specimens per species were 

tested with LR and LT being the shear planes (Fig. 5). The small number of specimens results 

from the difficulty to prepare flawless yew samples of the stipulated size. Because of the high 

shear resistance in the RT plane (where compression failure would be induced rather than 

shear failure), shear testing of wood is commonly restricted to the longitudinal load direction.  

 

Results 

Compared to results for yew reported in literature (see Table 2 on page 17), we found slightly 

higher mean values (LR 18.1 MPa, LT 18.6 MPa) which were about twice as high as the 

values measured for spruce (LR 9.6 MPa, LT 8.6 MPa) (Table 4). It is conceivable that, apart 

from the high density and the high ray percentage, the way that yew tracheid ends are linked 

contributes to the high shear strength. The number of specimens, however, was too small to 

assess qualitative differences between the LR and LT planes.  
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Table 4: Shear strength in the LR and LT planes. 

 Shear plane 
Number of 
specimens Density Shear strength 

  n ρ τB 
   (kg m-3) (MPa) 

Yew LR 7 x 710 18.1 
   v (%) 7.2 17.2 
     
 LT 7 x 690 18.6 
   v (%) 5.4 15.3 
     

Spruce LR 7 x 440 9.6 
   v (%) 6.5 10.6 
     
 LT 7 x 440 8.6 
   v (%) 5.1 4.0 

x = mean; v = coefficient of variation. 

 

 

In conclusion, the preliminary tests allowed a first rough mechanical characterisation of yew. 

They confirmed the highly elastic response of yew when loaded in the longitudinal direction, 

and simultaneously revealed a high toughness. The wood-anatomical reasons behind this 

compliant behaviour have to be ascertained by means of the main investigations. Furthermore, 

the remarkable transverse strength and shear strength of yew in particular indicate a strong 

influence of its high density on the mechanical behaviour. 
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Determination of Young’s and shear moduli of common yew and 

Norway spruce by means of ultrasonic waves 
 

Daniel Keunecke1, Walter Sonderegger1, Karol Pereteanu2, Thomas Lüthi3, Peter Niemz1 

 
1Institute for Building Materials (Wood physics group), ETH Zurich, Zurich, Switzerland 

 
2Faculty of Mechanical Engineering, Department of Strength of Materials and Vibrations, University of Brasov, 
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Abstract 

Despite the exceptional position of yew among the gymnosperms concerning its 

elastomechanical properties, no reference values for its elastic constants apart from the 

longitudinal Young’s modulus have been available from literature so far. Hence, this study’s 

objective was to determine the Young’s moduli EL, ER and ET and the shear moduli GLR, GLT 

and GRT of yew wood. For that purpose, we measured the ultrasound velocities of longitudinal 

and transversal waves applied to small cubic specimens and derived the elastic constants from 

the results. The tests were carried out at varying wood moisture contents and were applied to 

spruce specimens as well in order to put the results into perspective. Results indicate that EL is 

in the same order of magnitude for both species, which means that a high-density wood 

species like yew does not inevitably have to have a high longitudinal Young’s modulus. For 

the transverse Young’s moduli of yew, however, we obtained 1.5–2 times, for the shear 

moduli even 3–6 times higher values compared to spruce. The variation of moisture content 

primarily revealed differences between both species concerning the shear modulus of the RT 

plane. We concluded that anatomical features such as the microfibril angle, the high ray 

percentage and presumably the large amount of extractives must fulfil important functions for 
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the extraordinary elastomechanical behaviour of yew wood which still has to be investigated 

in subsequent micromechanical studies. 

 

 

Introduction  

The exceptional position of yew wood within the gymnosperms is well known. Even though 

based on only few studies, yew wood is classified as extremely dense, hard, tough and highly 

elastic (Sell 1997). Primarily due to its high elasticity, it was common practice to make arms 

such as bows, lances and crossbows from yew wood in earlier centuries (Bariska 1998). 

Mainly the longitudinal Young’s modulus of yew as an indicator of wood stiffness has 

already been investigated. The published results vary strongly; an unusual wide range from 

6200 to 15700 MPa can be found in literature (Markwardt and Wilson 1935; Sekhar and 

Sharma 1959; Jakubczyk 1966; Sell 1997; Wagenführ 2000).  

Usually, a strong species-spanning correlation between density on the one hand and strength 

and elasticity on the other hand is given. In this regard yew wood seems to be an outlier. In 

our preliminary investigations (Märki et al. 2005), we found, despite large density differences, 

the Young’s modulus in bending of yew to be more or less in the same order of magnitude as 

that of spruce wood.  

For a better understanding of the extraordinary elastomechanical behaviour of yew wood, 

however, the examination of further elastic constants is indispensable. Thus, the aim of this 

study was to determine the Young’s moduli EL, ER and ET and the shear moduli GLR, GLT and 

GRT of small yew (Taxus baccata L.) and spruce cubes (Picea abies [L.] Karst.) by means of 

ultrasonic waves. While we were mainly interested in yew properties, the tests were applied to 

spruce wood from the same stands too, in order to put the results into perspective.  

The measurements have been applied under standard climatic conditions and also at varying 

wood moisture contents within the hygroscopic range, mainly for two reasons:  

• The moisture content strongly influences the elastic behaviour of wood. For yew wood, 

however, no investigations into this correlation are available from literature.  

• The large amount of yew extractives results in a lower relative water vapour adsorption 

for yew compared to spruce.  
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The use of sound velocities for the determination of elastic constants is well accepted and has 

frequently been applied (e.g. Lee 1958; Kollmann and Krech 1960; Burmester 1965; Becker 

1967; Bucur 1995). For our purposes, this method was appropriate since it provided several 

advantages:  

• As a result of the cube size, we were able to produce nearly faultless yew specimens even 

though weak points such as knots and irregular grain are typical for yew. Furthermore, the 

pronounced curved nature of tree rings in consequence of the small trunk diameters of 

yew wood has a lower impact on small specimens.  

• The ultrasonic method is non-destructive, i.e. nine ultrasound velocities (cLL, cRR, cTT, cLR, 

cRL, cRT, cTR, cTL and cLT) can be measured for each specimen. Moreover, the moisture 

influence can always be observed for the same specimens. 

• The determination of shear moduli is complicated and imprecise; no standards are 

defined. It is difficult to generate pure shear stresses in a specimen and to measure the 

corresponding strain correctly. Besides dynamic procedures such as eigenfrequency 

(Görlacher 1990), direct determination by means of cubes or disks and indirect 

determination by means of torsion (Schwab and Polaczek 1977) are reported. Further 

comprehensive overviews of suitable methods are given by Ehlbeck (1967) and Albers 

(1970). Due to the specimen size, we reduced the influence of tree ring inclination (i.e. the 

angle between the radial and tangential direction) on the shear load in the RT plane to a 

minimum. 

With this study, we wanted to evaluate  

• whether we can confirm the longitudinal Young’s modulus of yew to be actually in the 

same order of magnitude as that of spruce as we found in our preliminary tests (Märki et 

al. 2005),  

• whether the transverse stiffness and the shear moduli are higher for yew due to its higher 

cell wall/lumen aspect ratio compared to spruce and  

• whether, despite the high density, the short yew tracheids together with their irregular 

grain cause a lower longitudinal sound velocity compared to spruce. 
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Material and methods 

Material 

Cubic specimens of clear wood were cut from 2.5 m long bottom stem sections of two yews 

and two spruce stems from stands close to Zurich, Switzerland. The yew stems contained 

~-120 and 180 tree rings, both spruce stems ~ 100 tree rings. The samples were evenly 

distributed over the whole stem sections, both in horizontal and vertical direction; specimens 

with compression wood were rejected. The cube surfaces were planar and parallel; the edges 

were 10 mm long in the longitudinal, radial and tangential direction.  

The specimens were divided into two groups: (group 1) 120 specimens per wood species were 

climatized for sound velocity measurements under standard climatic conditions (20°C and 

65% RH). (group 2) Another 14 specimens per wood species were prepared for measurements 

under four different climatic conditions in order to vary the moisture content. Therefore, they 

were initially stored in a climatic chamber at 20°C and 35% RH until they reached 

equilibrium moisture content; subsequently the sound velocities were measured. With the 

same specimens, this procedure was repeated for another three climatic conditions with 

increasing relative humidity (20°C/65% RH, 20°C/80% RH, 20°C/95% RH). 

 

Measurement of ultrasound velocity  

The sound velocity measurements were carried out with a USK 7D (KRAUTKRÄMER) flaw 

detector. A constant contact pressure was guaranteed by the clamping apparatus (Fig. 1). Two 

types of coupling from transducer to sample were deployed: honey for group 1 and 0.3 mm 

thick self-adhesive carbon plates (PROVAC), usually used for the preparation of samples for 

scanning electron microscopy, for group 2. The advantage of carbon plates was that the 

coupling medium could be removed and did not penetrate into the specimens. Otherwise a 

repeated climatic conditioning of the samples would have been impossible due to plugged cell 

cavities.  

The elastic constants were determined by means of two wave types. The Young’s moduli 

were calculated on the basis of the sound velocity of longitudinal waves generated with a 

GX203 (UTX) transducer (10 MHz, Ø 12.7 mm). The velocity of transverse waves, generated 

with an S-0104 (STAVELEY) transducer (1 MHz, Ø 12.7 mm), was used to determine the 

shear moduli. Since considerable attenuation and scattering occurs at high frequencies and 
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signals are partly reflected at cell walls and earlywood–latewood interfaces, the measurements 

were based on the transmitting pulse method instead of the conventional pulse-echo-overlap 

method. 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 1: Clamping apparatus, sensors and a cubic specimen. 

 

 

Sound velocities have the general form cij, where i is the direction of wave propagation and j 

the direction of oscillation. For longitudinal waves i = j is given, for transverse waves i ≠ j. As 

a result, three sound velocities had to be measured with longitudinal waves, another six with 

transverse waves. As an approximation, orthorhombic symmetry can be assumed for the cubic 

specimens. Therefore, the direction of wave propagation and the direction of oscillation are 

exchangeable for transverse waves (cij = cji).  

In the case of longitudinal waves, the peak of the first received wave was amplified to 90% of 

the display scale; the delay of the signal was measured at the flank of the first incoming wave 

at 80% of the display scale. The same procedure was carried out for transverse waves. 

However, the detection of the first transverse wave was partly difficult in the RL, LR, TL and 

LT directions due to overlap effects with longitudinal waves. For the calculation of ultrasound 

velocity, it has to be taken into consideration that besides the specimen itself, the sound waves 

have to propagate through the protective layer covering the oscillator of the transducer and 
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through the coupling medium as well. Thus, the system had to be calibrated with an 

aluminium disk by adjusting it to the sound velocity of aluminium. 

 

Calculation of Young’s and shear moduli  

The tensor of elastic stiffness S for wood can be approximated as  
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with a total of 12 (9) independent constants. Similar approximations are made for long 

(hollow) bones in anatomy, however, with a higher symmetry than we found for wood. It is 

usual to take S33 as the dominant value. An analysis of the results of Neuhaus (1981, for 

spruce) shows that only the values for S12 and S21 are very similar. An inversion into the 

tensor of elastic compliance C (under the given conditions) shows that there is the following 

relation: 
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where the diagonal elements of C correspond to the ultrasonic velocities as C11 = ρ cTT
2
 

(longitudinal wave velocity along axis T), C22 = ρ cRR
2
 (longitudinal wave velocity along axis 

R), C33 = ρ cLL
2
 (longitudinal wave velocity along axis L), C44 = ρ cLR

2
 (shear wave velocity 

along axis LR = RL), C55 = ρ cLT
2
 (shear wave velocity along axis LT = TL), C66 =ρ cRT

2
 

(shear wave velocity along axis RT = TR) with ρ as the raw density. While the inversion of 

the measured values for the shear moduli can be made directly by using the above given 

relations 
 

ρ2
ijij cG =                 (3) 
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an inversion of the terms resulting in Young’s moduli and Poisson’s ratios will fail, as not 

enough constants are known. A frequent approach is to use the relation for shear moduli for 

the Young’s moduli, as well, as 

 

ρ2
iii cE =                 (4) 

 

However, even for a perfectly isotropic system this is only successful if the Poisson’s ratio is 

very small, as it does not consider any transverse contraction of the sample (similar to a 

spring). The usual difference between the two values measured dynamically (with ultrasound 

velocity and direct conversion) and statically (mechanically) is highly dependent on the 

Poisson’s ratio and lies, for an isotropic system, between 10% (µ= 0.2) and 50% (µ= 0.4); the 

dynamic value is always higher (the use of the terms “dynamic” and “static” in general 

literature is not distinct). 

Applying the values of Neuhaus (1981) to such a comparison, we found differences in 

L-direction of 9% and in R-and T-direction, respectively, of 34%; the same values in R- and 

T-direction are the result of the similarities given above. Furthermore, any relations as used 

for bones between C66, C11 and C12, and in the case of wood also of C22, cannot be found.  

In absolute values in (kN/mm
2
)

-1 
the upper left part of the stiffness tensor given by Neuhaus 

(1981) is 
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and its inversion in (kN/mm
2
) 
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For a re-inversion it becomes clear, that the terms S11 and S22 are dominated by the high value 
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of C33, while for S33 the values of C12 and C21 are of importance as well.  

It may be assumed that all values are influenced by humidity and therefore the difference 

between the dynamic and the static value of EL is more highly affected than the other ones 

and its behaviour can be governed by another regime. 

 

 

Results and discussion 

Ultrasonic velocities under standard climatic conditions 

As one can see from the overview of the measured ultrasonic velocities (Table 1), we 

obtained cLL > cRR > cTT > cLR > cLT > cRT for both wood species. This rank order is a 

consequence of the characteristic mechanical and acoustical orthotropic anisotropy of wood. 

From the mechanical point of view, sound velocity highly correlates with a material’s 

elasticity since sound waves generate mechanical oscillations. Hence, elasticity of wood 

strongly varies in the three principal directions. From the acoustical point of view, the 

gymnosperm structure is a system of closed tubes, which are oriented both in the vertical and 

horizontal (i.e. radial) direction. Tracheids are vertical tubes with a length-to-diameter aspect 

ratio of 30:1–100:1 providing high acoustical constancy in the longitudinal direction. Ray 

cells are horizontal tubes, shorter than tracheids but still suitable to transmit acoustical waves 

in the radial direction. In the tangential direction, however, a continuous acoustical 

conducting structure is completely lacking. Consequently, the smallest sound velocities are 

found in the tangential direction (Bucur 1996).  

 

 

Table 1: Overview of the measured ultrasonic velocities (coupling medium: honey). 

  Moisture 
content 

ρ cLL cRR cTT cLR cRL cLT cTL cRT cTR 

  (%) (g/cm3) (m/s) (m/s) (m/s) (m/s) (m/s) (m/s) (m/s) (m/s) (m/s) 
             
Yew x  ≈11 0.653 5060 2520 1860 1630 1640 1550 1620 750 751 
(n = 120)      v (%)  11.3 5.0 3.6 6.2 5.2 4.1 4.4 3.9 3.7 3.8 
             
Spruce x  ≈12 0.399 5850 2130 1710 1220 1270 1210 1210 366 359 
(n = 120)      v (%)  9.7 8.3 3.1 9.8 4.0 5.6 3.3 3.3 2.6 3.0 
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Sound velocities not only depend on the direction of wave propagation, they also vary among 

different wood species. Each species features characteristics, which affect the transmission of 

ultrasonic energy such as physical properties of cell walls or geometrical structure of cells. 

Each structural element acts independently as an elementary resonator (Bucur 1996); the 

spatial distribution of these resonators differs from species to species. 

The sound velocities we measured for spruce are in the same order of magnitude as the values 

Bucur (1995) found for spruce. The comparability between our values and bibliographical 

references, however, is generally complicated since different specimen dimensions, 

frequencies and coupling media are used in the majority of cases.  

Yew and spruce clearly differed in their sound velocities: cLL was clearly lower, cRR clearly 

greater and cTT slightly higher for yew wood (Table 1). The low cLL of yew wood can be 

ascribed to several factors: 

• Yew tracheids are short compared to spruce tracheids [yew 1550…1950…2250 µm; 

spruce: 1300…2800…4300 µm (Wagenführ 2000)]. According to Burmester (1965), the 

fastest transmission of sound takes place in the zone with the longest tracheid lumens. 

• The high percentage of wood rays [yew 14%; spruce 4% (Wagenführ 2000)] causes an 

irregular grain (Kucera 1998). Sound velocity decreases rapidly with an increasing 

angular displacement from the longitudinal direction (Lee 1958). In case of spruce, even a 

displacement of only 10° results in a 20% decrease of sound velocity (Niemz et al. 1999).  

• The high ray percentage contributes to the enormous density of yew wood but is irrelevant 

for the fast transformation of ultrasound in the longitudinal direction. On the other hand, 

the relatively high cRR of the yew cubes is caused by the high ray percentage. 

 

Elastic constants under standard climatic conditions  

Table 2 gives an overview of the elastic constants. Since GLR = GRL and GLT = GTL and GRT = 

GTR applies to the shear moduli, only the mean of both values is represented in the table. The 

coefficients of variation are in the common range of solid wood. 
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Table 2:  Overview of the calculated elastic constants (coupling medium: honey). 

  Moisture 
content 

ρ EL ER ET GLR GLT GRT 

  (%) (g/cm3) (MPa) (MPa) (MPa) (MPa) (MPa) (MPa) 
          
Yew x  ≈11 0.65 16700 4180 2300 1740 1650 368 
(n = 120)   v (%)  11.3 14.4 16.9 23.4 13.0 13.7 12.0 
          
Spruce x  ≈12 0.40 13800 1800 1170 617 587 53 
(n = 120)   v (%)  9.7 20.0 10.6 21.1 12.1 10.2 10.9 
         
 

 

Young’s moduli 

The density of yew cubes was in the range well known from literature (0.65 g/cm
3
) whereas 

the spruce cubes were relatively light (0.40 g/cm
3
). With a density in the range of literature 

references [0.47 g/cm
3 
(Sell 1997; Wagenführ 2000)], EL would be in the same region for both 

yew and spruce since EL is strongly influenced by the density (as a constant in Eq. 4). This 

confirms preliminary static tests of our group: Märki et al. (2005) determined a Young’s 

modulus in bending for yew (10200 MPa), which was even slightly below the value for 

spruce (11600 MPa). That indicates that a large longitudinal Young’s modulus is not 

obligatory for high dense wood species. Primarily two reasons are imaginable for the 

relatively small EL for yew: 

• Even the microfibril angle (MFA) of the normal yew wood is large compared to other 

softwood species. Specimens with compression wood had been rejected. A small MFA in 

the thickest tracheid cell wall layer S2 usually results in a high longitudinal Young’s 

modulus (Bergander and Salmén 2000). 

• Unlike spruce, heartwood of yew contains large amounts of extractives (Table 3), which, 

however, vary depending on provenance, variety, habitat, age and position within the 

stem. Being integrated in the tracheid cell wall, it is conceivable that extractives not only 

improve the natural durability but also function as “flexibilizer” and influence the 

tendency of cell wall layers to slide. This means that extractives might influence the 

elasticity on the cellular level. 
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Table 3: Extractives content of yew and spruce wood. 

 Ethanol benzene 
solubility 

Hot water 
solubility 

 (%) (%) 
   
Taxus baccata L. (Mertoglu-Elmas 2003) 10.2-20.6 6.4-16.2 
   
Taxus brevifolia, T. cuspidata (Wagenführ 2000) 7.4-14.3 0.3-14.2 
   
Picea abies (Wagenführ 2000) 0.6-2.3 2.0 
   
 

 

A comparison between our dynamic Young’s moduli for spruce and statically determined 

values given in literature reveals a higher relative increase for ER and ET than for EL, which 

confirms the theoretical assumption in the section “Calculation of Young’s and shear 

moduli”. It is difficult to derive the corresponding static Young’s moduli from this non-

uniform tendency. Nevertheless, a comparison between both species is possible by building 

quotients of the determined Young’s moduli (Table 4).  

 

 

Table 4: Quotients of Young’s moduli: comparison of our results and reference values. 

 EL/ET EL/ER ER/ET 
    
Yew 7.3 4.0 1.8 
    
Spruce 11.7 7.6 1.5 
    
Gymnosperms 20.0 11.8 1.7 
(Halasz and Scheer 1986)    
 

 

The reference values in Table 4 are based on statically determined data published for 

softwoods by Halász and Scheer (1986). Since the relative increase of our dynamically 

determined values is higher for ER and ET than for EL, our quotients EL/ET and EL/ER for yew 

and spruce are small compared to the values of Halász and Scheer (1986). When compared to 

each other, EL/ET and EL/ER are smaller for yew than for spruce, which indicates yew to be 

1.5–2 times stiffer than spruce in the transverse direction.  
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ER/ET is 1.8 for yew and 1.5 for spruce. The relatively higher radial Young’s modulus for yew 

can be explained with the high ray percentage. The reinforcing effect of rays results in a 

higher radial stiffness (Burgert 2000).  

Wood shows a fibrous characteristic in the longitudinal direction. The longitudinal Young’s 

modulus predominantly depends on the MFA of the S2. When loaded in the transverse 

direction, however, wood has to be considered as a cellular material. As a result, the radial 

and tangential stiffness primarily depend on density. The higher the density, the higher the 

radial and tangential Young’s modulus (e.g. Burgert et al. 2001). On the microscopic level, 

density depends on the cell wall/lumen aspect ratio; on the macroscopic level, it also depends 

on the width of tree rings. The narrower the tree rings of gymnosperms, the higher the 

density. The relatively thick cell walls and small lumens of yew tracheids (Table 5; 

Wagenführ 2000), together with tree rings some of which are extremely narrow, cause the 

high transverse stiffness. While tangential stiffness seems to depend exclusively on density, 

radial stiffness is additionally influenced by the volume fraction of rays (Burgert et al. 2001).  

Possibly the large amount of extractives (Table 3) influences the transverse stiffness of yew as 

well. For larch wood, Grabner et al. (2005) found increasing extractives content to go hand-

in-hand with better mechanical properties (such as a higher Young’s modulus) in the 

transverse direction. 

 

 

Table 5: Cellular dimensions of yew and spruce tracheids. 

   Yew Spruce 
     
Length (μm)  1550…1950…2250 1300…2800…4300 
     
Lumen (μm)  5…9…14 3…17…22 
     
Wall thickness (μm) EWa 4.2 3.5 
  LWb 7.7 10.7 
     
a Earlywood; b latewood. 
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Shear moduli  

The dynamic shear moduli of spruce (Table 2) determined in this study are roughly in the 

same range as the statically determined values of DIN 68364 (1979). This means that only our 

dynamic Young’s moduli, not the shear moduli, are significantly larger than static reference 

values. 

As expected, the shear moduli of yew are extremely high (1600–1700 MPa for GLR and GLT 

and > 300 MPa for GRT). Compared to spruce, GLR and GLT are about three times as high, GRT 

even six times. Consequently, the shear moduli of yew clearly exceed those of other 

softwoods and even those of most European deciduous wood species such as maple, birch, 

oak and ash; beech perhaps matches most closely. 

The high shear modulus of yew must result from the cellular structure of its tracheids. A shear 

strain causes bending strains in the tracheid cell walls, i.e. besides the ray percentage and the 

connection of cells by means of the middle lamella, the shear modulus primarily depends on 

the bending stiffness of cell walls. Particularly the thickness of a cell wall influences its 

bending stiffness, but also the MFA of the S2. When modelling the elastic properties of 

softwood, Astley et al. (1998) found out that GLR and GLT can double or even triple with an 

increasing MFA. This could probably be ascribed to a transverse stiffening effect. A large 

MFA as a possible explanation for the relatively small Young’s modulus of yew in 

longitudinal direction has already been discussed (see Material). Since, with respect to the 

lumen, the tracheid walls of yew are clearly thicker, as well, than those of spruce (Table 5), 

the high stiffness of yew tracheids is not surprising. A further stiffening effect is generated by 

the high ray percentage of yew wood (Burgert 2000). 

Due to their thin cell walls, earlywood tracheids are weak points in the softwood tissue. As a 

consequence, predominantly earlywood tracheids are deformed by shear strains within the 

elastic range. The density gradient between earlywood and latewood tracheids is considerably 

smaller for yew than for spruce (Table 5); thus, the dimensions of yew tracheids are more 

homogeneous in the radial direction. Therefore, earlywood zones of yew do not represent 

such pronounced weak points as those of spruce.  

In Table 6, the proportions of the determined shear moduli are compared among each other 

and with values from Bucur and Archer (1984) who worked with transverse waves of 1 MHz 

frequency as well. The quotients determined for spruce highly agree with those of Bucur and 
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Archer (1984). Within both species, GLR and GLT were in the same range (with GLR being 

slightly higher than GLT). It turned out that the bending stiffness of yew tracheids has a strong 

effect on the shear modulus particularly in the RT plane. 

 

 

Table 6: Quotients of shear moduli: comparison of our results and reference values. 

 GLR/GLT GLR/GRT GLT/GRT 
    
Yew 1.1 14.7 14.5 
    
Spruce 1.1 11.6 11.1 
    
Spruce (Bucur and Archer 1984) 1.1 11.5 10.5 
    
 

 

Influence of wood moisture content  

Sorption isotherms  

Mainly due to its large amount of extractives, the influence of moisture content on the elastic 

constants is relevant for yew wood. Both wood species being exposed to the same variations 

of relative humidity, the measured sorption isotherms reveal lower moisture content for yew 

compared to spruce (Fig. 2). Nzokou and Kamdem (2004) found out that extractives lower the 

equilibrium moisture content, particularly at higher relative humidities. Our results confirm 

these findings.  

According to Siau (1984), the fibre saturation point (FSP) corresponds to the moisture content 

of a wood specimen placed in a relative humidity of 98%. The sorption isotherms, 

extrapolated up to this relative humidity, indicate an FSP of 24% for yew and 30–31% for 

spruce (Fig. 2). Since a further increase in wood moisture content has no influence on the 

mechanical properties of wood, we have only tested below the FSP. 
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Fig. 2: Sorption isotherms for yew and spruce specimens. 

 

 

Influence of moisture content on sound velocities  

Sound velocity decreases dramatically with moisture content up to the FSP (Sakai et al. 

1990), which could be confirmed by our investigations (Table 7). Sakai et al. (1990) found the 

decrease to run linearly up to the FSP. This results from the fact that sound velocity is directly 

related to the presence of bound water (Bucur 1995). We obtained this tendency as well 

(Fig.-3), only cLL deviates from this linear trend.  
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Table 7: Sound velocities depending on the moisture content (coupling medium: carbon disks). 

  Moisture 
content 

ρ cLL cRR cTT cLR cRL cLT cTL cRT cTR 

  (%) (g/cm3) (m/s) (m/s) (m/s) (m/s) (m/s) (m/s) (m/s) (m/s) (m/s) 
             
Yew x  8.7 0.640 5290 2620 1930 1820 1860 1660 1710 809 798 
(n=14) v (%) 2.6 10.3 6.8 2.7 7.1 2.6 2.3 2.4 3.9 5.5 5.2 
             
 x  11.1 0.648 4930 2550 1890 1730 1750 1620 1650 763 776 
 v (%) 3.6 10.2 6.3 2.3 7.0 2.9 3.9 3.7 3.7 4.5 5.2 
             
 x  14.7 0.657 4500 2360 1770 1630 1670 1530 1580 671 672 
 v (%) 5.4 10.0 3.9 2.8 7.5 3.0 3.9 3.4 3.6 4.7 5.1 
             
 x  22.0 0.673 4370 2230 1640 1560 1590 1380 1440 576 588 
 v (%) 6.7 9.7 4.5 1.5 6.5 1.4 1.7 1.9 5.1 5.8 5.1 
             
             
Spruce x  9.5 0.375 5720 2190 1330 1340 1370 1320 1310 376 367 
(n=14) v (%) 2.8 6.0 6.2 5.4 2.3 4.9 2.9 2.8 3.9 1.4 1.6 
             
 x  12.3 0.380 5560 2110 1270 1290 1320 1290 1260 370 362 
 v (%) 3.6 5.9 5.3 3.5 3.1 5.1 5.5 4.0 4.2 1.3 1.2 
             
 x  16.1 0.385 4840 1990 1230 1250 1280 1230 1230 362 360 
 v (%) 3.1 6.0 4.4 3.6 3.3 5.1 6.9 4.4 4.4 1.1 1.2 
             
 x  27.3 0.406 4640 1690 1150 1100 1140 1030 1070 343 345 
 v (%) 2.6 5.8 6.6 3.1 2.2 4.0 3.4 3.2 2.8 0.7 1.4 
             
 

 

A comparison of group 1 (honey) and group 2 (carbon; at 20°C and 65% RH) shows that both 

groups do not significantly differ in their ultrasound velocities. Thus, both groups are 

comparable; a strong influence of the coupling medium was not noticeable. In terms of cTT of 

spruce, however, group 1 (honey) clearly deviates from group 2 (carbon). It is conceivable 

that we did not detect the identical wave peak in both groups due to higher attenuation by the 

carbon disks and worse coupling, respectively. 
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Fig. 3: Influence of moisture content on the sound velocities. 

 

 

Influence of moisture content on elastic constants 

For the purpose of comparison between the elastic constants determined in this study and 

reference values from literature, correction factors should be considered. For the evaluation of 

the moisture influence, however, it is not required since it is sufficient to examine the relative 

increase or decrease of elastic constants.  

As found for the sound velocities, the elastic constants of groups 1 (honey) and 2 [carbon; at 

20°C and 65% RH (Table 8)] are also more or less in the same order of magnitude. While the 

slightly lower values EL and ER for spruce in group 2 (carbon) are caused by the lower density 

of the specimens, the reason for the clearly lower ET in the same group remains unclear. The 

ET values of group 1 (honey) seem more plausible since ET/ER is about 1.5 in this group.  
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Table 8: Elastic constants depending on the moisture content (coupling medium: carbon disks) 

  Moisture 
content 

ρ EL ER ET GLR GLT GRT 

  (%) (g/cm3) (MPa) (MPa) (MPa) (MPa) (MPa) (MPa) 
          
Yew x  8.7 0.640 18100 4460 2430 2160 1820 414 
(n=14) v (%) 2.6 10.3 20.3 12.5 20.6 11.0 13.2 17.4 
          
 x  11.1 0.648 15900 4280 2360 1950 1740 385 
 v (%) 3.6 10.2 19.2 11.8 20.6 9.9 13.8 14.2 
          
 x  14.7 0.657 13400 3720 2100 1790 1590 296 
 v (%) 5.4 10.0 16.1 12.3 22.5 10.2 13.3 14.6 
          
 x  22.0 0.673 12900 3390 1830 1670 1320 229 
 v (%) 6.7 9.7 15.2 7.7 18.4 9.8 10.7 16.6 
          
          
Spruce x  9.5 0.375 12200 1800 663 684 649 52 
(n=14) v (%) 2.8 6.0 12.6 13.1 6.1 8.8 7.8 7.1 
          
 x  12.3 0.380 11700 1680 618 642 615 51 
 v (%) 3.6 5.9 14.0 8.7 9.1 10.5 9.5 7.0 
          
 x  16.1 0.385 9000 1520 582 611 582 50 
 v (%) 3.1 6.0 10.9 9.4 9.2 10.0 9.9 6.6 
          
 x  27.3 0.406 8740 1160 535 509 448 48 
 v (%) 2.6 5.8 14.6 8.5 6.7 8.9 7.9 6.5 
          
 

 

Figure 4 shows the percentage decrease of elastic constants with moisture content. The 

decrease is based on the initial value at 35% RH. For the range of moisture content 

investigated in this study (between 8.7 and 22.0% for yew and between 9.5 and 27.3% for 

spruce), the decrease of Young’s and shear moduli is described as approximately linear in 

literature (Kollmann 1951; Kufner 1978; Bodig and Jayne 1982; Booker et al. 1996). As 

found for cLL, EL deviates from this linear correlation as well, the decrease running 

exponentially with a decrease pattern being quite similar for both species. In contrast, the 

remaining five elastic constants decrease linearly with moisture content (Fig. 4).  

We observed the most conspicuous difference between both wood species for GRT. Up to 

95%-RH, GRT drastically decreased for yew (45% based on the initial value) but only slightly 

for spruce (8%). What exactly causes these large differences is difficult to interpret. Since ER 

decreased equally for both species while a clearly stronger decrease of ET was found for yew, 

the assumption is that the large differences in GRT are primarily influenced by different 
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decreases of stiffness in the tangential direction. The Young’s moduli EL, ER and ET 

decreased between 24 and 29% for yew and, less homogeneously, between 19 and 35% for 

spruce. For the latter, the decrease is slightest in the tangential and strongest in the radial 

direction. The decrease in shear moduli GLR and GLT is between 23 and 31% for both species. 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 4: Percentage decrease of elastic constants with moisture content. 

 

 

Further factors influencing the elastic behaviour  

We speculated about a large MFA being the reason for the comparably low longitudinal 

Young’s modulus of yew. The high transverse stiffness was explained with well-known 

properties such as high density, high ray percentage and the large amount of extractives. 

There are further factors, which influence elasticity, but they have not been evaluated for yew 

wood so far and are not considered in this study. For example, Bergander and Salmén (2000) 

point out the importance of the thickness and the MFA of the S1 and S3 layers for radial and 
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tangential stiffness. The percentage of the three main wood polymers influences stiffness as 

well. Longitudinal elasticity is primarily affected by cellulose, whereas the properties of 

hemicelluloses define transverse elasticity (Bergander and Salmén 2002). 

 

 

Conclusions  

The results conformed to our expectations: The longitudinal ultrasound velocity is lower for 

yew than for spruce, presumably due to the short tracheids and the irregular grain of yew 

wood. The transverse Young’s moduli are 1.5–2 times, the shear moduli even 3–6 times 

higher for yew compared to spruce. The reason for the large differences between both species 

in the moisture-induced decrease of GRT, however, remains unclear.  

Our study confirms the exceptional mechanical characteristics of yew wood and shows that 

high-density wood species need not inevitably have a high longitudinal Young’s modulus. 

The correlation between density and Young’s modulus is valid within a wood species, but 

only in a limited way for species–spanning comparisons. When compared to other 

gymnosperms, the stiffness of yew wood seems to be an outlier in both the longitudinal (low 

values) and transverse (high values) direction.  

From our results we conclude that anatomical features such as the high ray percentage, the 

MFA and presumably the large amount of extractives must fulfil important functions for the 

elastomechanical behaviour of yew wood, since those are obviously the properties in which 

yew and spruce mainly differ.  

Therefore, the following questions have to be answered by subsequent studies:  

• Is the MFA of yew wood generally larger than that of other gymnosperms?  

• How do yew rays influence wood stiffness?  

• With respect to their elastomechanical properties, what are the differences between 

normal and extracted yew wood? 
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Abstract  

In view of its high density, yew wood has a remarkably low longitudinal Young’s modulus, 

which makes it unique among coniferous woods. However, the elastic response of yew related 

to other load directions is largely unknown. Therefore, our goal was to characterise the 

3-dimensional elastic behaviour of yew wood comprehensively. To achieve this, we 

performed tensile tests on dog-bone shaped yew specimens and determined the three Young’s 

moduli and six Poisson’s ratios using a universal testing machine and a digital image 

correlation technique. All tests were also applied to spruce as reference species. After 

including the shear moduli determined in a prior study by our group, all elastic engineering 

parameters of yew and spruce were ascertained. Based on these values, the 3-dimensional 

elastic behaviour was describable with deformation bodies and polar diagrams. Evaluating 

these illustrations revealed that yew had a lower stiffness only in the longitudinal direction. In 

all other 3-dimensional directions, spruce was clearly more compliant than yew. Particularly 

in the radial-tangential plane, both species varied largely in their degree of anisotropic 

elasticity. All mentioned differences between yew and spruce originate at the microstructural 

level. 
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Introduction 

Yew wood was a very popular arch wood for hundreds of years, since it fulfils particularly 

one condition: it is flexible. In the load case of a longbow, “flexibility” means, in technical 

terms, a low longitudinal Young’s modulus (EL) with simultaneously large strains in the 

elastic range. Several literary sources document the relatively low axial stiffness of yew (6200 

to 12000-MPa) determined in static tests (e.g., Sekhar and Sharma 1959; Jakubczyk 1966; 

Wagenführ 2000; Keunecke et al. 2007a). In view of its high raw density (620-720 kg m-3 at 

11-12% equilibrium moisture content), this compliant behaviour makes yew wood unique 

among gymnosperms and an interesting case study for further comprehensive research into its 

elasticity.  

However, clearly less is known about the elastic response of yew related to other load 

directions. In a first approach, we determined the Young’s and shear moduli of yew and 

spruce by means of ultrasonic waves (Keunecke et al. 2007b). The radial (ER) and tangential 

(ET) Young’s moduli were 2.0-2.3 times higher for yew than for spruce due to the high 

density, which was even more intensely reflected in the shear moduli: GLR and GLT were three 

times and GRT six times higher for yew. Since our concern is the complete elasto-mechanical 

characterisation of yew wood, two aspects have to be considered: 

• It is well known that the Young’s moduli determined dynamically are overestimated in 

contrast to the shear moduli, which are in the same range as the statically determined 

values. 

• The stress-strain relations of wood, regarded as a rhombic crystalline system, are based on 

12 compliance coefficients sij. For their calculation, a full set of so-called elastic 

engineering parameters (also referred to as elastic constants) must be available. Thus, in 

addition to the Young’s and shear moduli, the Poisson’s ratios νij are also required. 

In the present study, therefore, we designed an appropriate “dog-bone” specimen shape and 

determined the three Young’s moduli and six Poisson’s ratios of yew (Taxus baccata L.) in 

uniaxial tensile tests at standard climatic conditions (20°C, 65% RH). By this means and by 

taking into account the shear moduli in our prior study, further interpretation of the 

3-dimensional elastic behaviour was possible, even when the load axis did not coincide with 

one of the three orthotropic axes L, R and T. For wood, the principle of the latter was shown 

for the first time by Hörig (1933) and illustrated in polar diagrams. So as to serve as a 
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reference species and as a basis for discussion, all of our investigations and evaluations have 

also been applied to Norway spruce (Picea abies [L.] Karst.). Its mechanical properties are 

well documented in numerous studies, which proved helpful towards appraising the validity 

of our results. 

In the wood sector, the first sets of elastic engineering parameters have been determined for 

spruce (Carrington 1923; Schlüter 1932; Krabbe 1960; Neuhaus 1981). In the meantime, full 

sets of further softwoods and hardwoods, partly tropical species, are available. While the 

determination of Young’s moduli is relatively uncomplicated (e.g., in tensile tests), the shear 

moduli require much more effort. Direct determination with cubes or discs and indirect 

determination by means of torsion are reported, as well as the dynamic procedures such as 

ultrasound and eigenfrequency.  

Because of the difficulty in measuring small strains precisely, the Poisson’s ratios of 

relatively few wood species are available from literature. They have typically been 

determined using strain gages or inductive strain measurements so far. We chose a non-

contacting optical surface deformation measurement method. The major advantages of this 

digital image correlation (DIC) technique are as follows: (1) the measurement process does 

not influence the behaviour of the specimen during the test; (2) no restrictions exist regarding 

the specimen size and geometry; (3) full-field measurements cover inhomogeneous surface 

deformations as is likely to be present in wood. 

With this study, we wanted to  

• describe the 3-dimensional elastic behaviour of yew wood 

• evaluate the main differences between yew and spruce regarding their elasticity 

• verify if the chosen experimental setup is appropriate to determine the Young’s moduli 

and Poisson’s ratios of wood 

 

 

Material and methods 

Raw material 

The centrepieces of the specimens (Fig. 1a) were cut from five yew and five spruce stems (at 

breast height) grown at stands close to Zurich, Switzerland. The samples were taken from the 
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outer heartwood region where the anatomical structure is approximately orthotropic. Samples 

containing compression wood were omitted. The 45 centrepieces per species were oriented as 

follows: 15 x longitudinal (L), 15 x radial (R), 15 x tangential (T).  

 

 
 

Fig. 1: Specimen preparation: a) extending the top and bottom ends of the 
centrepieces by cubes; b) reinforcing the ends by beech plates; c) generating a dog-
bone shape using a router; d) applying a speckle-pattern; e) separating the central part 
for density measurement. All dimensions in mm. 

 

 

Specimen composition and shape 

Only boards with a thickness of 60-70 mm were available for specimen production; thus, the 

length in the R and T directions was limited. Since we wanted to produce dog-bone-shaped 

specimens as they are preferably used in tensile tests, we had to scale up the specimens to 

ensure that a feasible minimum number of growth rings were present in the narrow section of 

the specimens. An influence of inhomogeneity caused by earlywood (EW) and latewood 

(LW) zones could be reduced this way. Therefore, we extended the centrepieces by gluing 

cubes of 20 mm edge length to their ends (Fig. 1a). A two-component epoxy adhesive 

(Araldite) was used for this purpose. The cubes were of the same wood species as the 

centrepieces and oriented in the same principle directions. Small beech plates were glued onto 

the specimens’ ends as lateral reinforcement and to enlarge the load transmission area using 
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again the Araldite adhesive (Fig. 1b). The four-sided dog-bone specimen shape (Fig. 1c) was 

achieved by a contour template and a router. Consequently, the specimens had vertical and 

horizontal axes of symmetry. The cross-sectional area in the narrow specimen section was 

14-mm x 14 mm. The section of planar, parallel running specimen surfaces was 11 mm long 

in the load direction.  

 

Speckle pattern 

In the narrow planar specimen section, a filmy high-contrast random dot texture (a “speckle 

pattern”) of 11 mm x 14 mm was sprayed on two adjacent sides of the specimen (Fig. 1c). To 

obtain very fine speckles and therefore a high-resolution pattern, an airbrush gun and finely 

pigmented acrylic paint was used. First, a white ground coat and then black speckles were 

applied, resulting in a speckle pattern of heterogeneous grey values. This pattern was needed 

for the evaluation of displacements on the specimen’s surface during tensile testing by means 

of the DIC software. 

 

Tensile testing 

After the specimens had reached an equilibrium moisture content at 20°C and 65% RH, 

tensile tests were performed using a Zwick Z100 (Schenck) universal testing machine. A load 

cell with 100 kN maximum capacity was used for L specimens and a 1 kN load cell for R and 

T specimens. Data acquisition began when a defined pre-load was reached. The tensile tests 

were performed only at small strains in the linear elastic range. To ensure that plastic 

deformation was avoided, the specimens were unloaded again at 15% of the predicted 

maximum load, which had been estimated in preliminary tests. The feed rate was defined such 

that the maximum load would theoretically be reached in 90 (± 30) s. A total of four loading – 

unloading cycles was applied to each specimen.  

 

Strain measurement 

During tensile testing, one of both speckle fields was filmed by a CCD camera with a 

distortion-free objective. Vibrations of the camera were avoided. The principle axis of the 

camera was accurately aligned perpendicular to the specimen surface. The speckle field (11 

mm x 14 mm, Fig. 1e) was resolved with about 650 x 830 pixels. The image sequences were 

recorded with a frequency of 4 to 8 s-1 and saved as TIF files. A cold light source provided 
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even illumination of the speckle field, thereby, too strong reflections from the specimen 

surface were avoided which is required for the exact tracking of surface deformation.  

After two loading–unloading cycles, the second speckle field was filmed. Exemplified by an 

L specimen, this means that the camera films the deformations twice on the LR surface and 

twice on the LT surface.  

For subsequent evaluations, the data from the four TIF series per specimen were run through a 

strain mapping software (VIC 2D, Correlated Solutions) that computed the two-dimensional 

strain from the surface deformations. The displacements are calculated on the basis of a cross-

correlation algorithm. Using the grey value pattern in a defined neighbourhood (the “subset”) 

around a central pixel, the algorithm locates the best matching pattern after deformation by 

maximising the cross-correlation between two subsets. By means of the displacement 

gradients, strains can be accurately resolved. The resolution of displacement is of the order of 

1/100th of a pixel.  

After computing the 2-dimensional strain, the average strain in the load direction and the 

average contraction transverse to the load direction was calculated. 

 

Calculation of Young’s moduli 

The Young’s modulus E is the ratio of stress (σ) to corresponding strain (ε) when the material 

behaves elastically (Equation 1). It is represented by the slope of the initial straight segment 

of the stress-strain diagram: 

 

εσ ΔΔ= /E                 (1) 

 

The average stress-strain curve of four loading-unloading cycles in the elastic range was 

calculated for each specimen. 

 

Calculation of Poisson’s ratios 

The phenomenon that lateral contraction of a rod occurs as it elongates is called Poisson’s 

effect. The ratio of passive (= contraction) to active (= elongation) strain is defined as 

Poisson’s ratio νij:  
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jiij εεν /−= ,               (2) 

 

where i refers to the direction of lateral contraction and j to load-directional elongation. 

Transverse contraction was plotted against load directional strain. The slope of the linear 

regression multiplied by (-1) corresponds to the Poisson’s ratio. This time the mean value is 

based on two measurements. 

 

Calculation of compliance coefficients 

Derived from Voigt’s (1928) disquisition on crystal physics, Hörig (1933) idealised wood as 

rhombic crystalline material with distinctive different directional properties related to three 

orthotropic axes (L, R, T). In such an anisotropic system, 12 compliance coefficients sij are 

required to describe the 3-dimensional elastic behaviour when the geometric and orthotropic 

axes coincide. A common notation of Hooke’s law is the compliance matrix equation where 

strains are stated as linear functions of stresses: 
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By using the concept of strain energy, the 12 compliance coefficients can be even further 

simplified to 9 independent coefficients (s12 = s21, s13 = s31, s23 = s32). For details, see for 

example Bodig and Jayne (1993). The diagonal coefficients sij (i = j) are reciprocals of the 

Young’s and shear moduli (the notation is adapted according to Hörig (1933)): 

 
1

11
−= TEs ,  1

22
−= LEs ,  1

33
−= REs ,  1

44
−= LRGs ,  1

55
−= TRGs ,  1

66
−= TLGs .       (4) 

 

The non-diagonal coefficients sij (i ≠ j) are defined as follows: 

 

TLss ν−⋅= 1121 ,  RTss ν−⋅= 1131 , LTss ν−⋅= 2212 , 

RLss ν−⋅= 2232 , TRss ν−⋅= 3313 ,  LRss ν−⋅= 3323 .        (5) 
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Consequently, all compliance coefficients can also be expressed in terms of engineering 

elastic parameters: 
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Density and moisture content 

The central cuboid was cut out of each specimen (Fig. 1e) and used for gravimetrical density 

determination. In this manner, the density of the load-carrying narrow section of the 

specimens was measured. For the calculation of the moisture content ω (Eq. 7), the mass of 

the cuboids was determined at 20°/65% RH (mω) and oven-dry (m0).  

 
1

00 )( −⋅−= mmmωω                 (7) 

 

 

Results and discussion 

Strain measurement 

In a preceding step of evaluation, the deformation of various subareas reduced to one-third of 

the full speckle field was analysed exemplarily. It was found that - independent from the 

subarea position - the strains of subareas and the full speckle field were almost identical. 

Furthermore, there was (if at all) minimal difference between the four individual stress-strain 

curves measured per specimen.  

A representative example for the strain data of a full loading-unloading cycle provided by the 

DIC software is shown in Fig. 2. In this case, a yew specimen was loaded longitudinally and 
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the deformations on the LR surface were analysed, i.e. the mean longitudinal strain and mean 

radial contraction were computed. Even the development of small strains (in this example up 

to -0.06% and 0.12%) was reliably trackable due to the sub-pixel accurate algorithm.  

 

 

 
 

Fig. 2: Mean longitudinal strain and mean radial contraction of a loading-unloading 
cycle computed for a longitudinal specimen. 

 

 

In Fig. 3, longitudinal strain is plotted against radial contraction for the same data set as 

shown in Fig. 2. The values decrease in an acceptable narrow path. The slope of the linear 

regression (in this case -0.46) multiplied by (-1) corresponds to the Poisson’s ratio νRL.  

The aforementioned observations indicate that the specimen shape and the experimental 

boundary conditions were appropriate for our purposes. Nevertheless, using a second CCD 

camera and averaging simultaneous strain measurements on the front and back side of the 

specimen certainly would increase the accuracy of the results. 
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Fig. 3: Longitudinal strain vs. radial contraction for the same data set as shown in 
Figure 2. 

 

 

Young’s moduli 

Table 1 provides an overview of the determined elastic engineering parameters. Even though 

15 specimens per species and orientation were prepared, the number eventually used for data 

interpretation is partly reduced. In a few cases, the adhesive was not completely hardened, 

probably due to a slightly deviant mixture ratio between resin and hardener.  

The Young’s moduli of spruce are roughly in the range of literature references (Table 2). The 

mean EL was lower for yew than for spruce (~10500 vs. ~12800 MPa). Calculating the 

specific EL (= EL related to raw density) would reveal an even larger difference between both 

species (~17000 vs. ~27200 MPa/kg m-3). This is in agreement with our previous studies 

where we measured EL of both species in three-point bending (Keunecke et al. 2007a) and 

dynamically (Keunecke et al. 2007b). Our current investigations with different techniques (X-

ray scattering, pit aperture method) suggest that the microfibril angle (MFA) of the 

S2-tracheid layer is clearly larger in yew (particularly in LW tracheids) and therefore causes, 

despite the high density, the low axial stiffness. This relationship between MFA and stiffness 

is well known and has been shown, for example, by Reiterer et al. (1999). 
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Table 1: Elastic engineering parameters determined in uniaxial tension.  

  Number of 
specimens 

 Density Young’s 
modulus 

Poisson’s ratios 

       n  ρ E νRL νTL νTR νRT 
      (g cm-3) (MPa) ( - ) ( - ) ( - ) ( - ) 
          
Yew L 12 x  0.62 10526 0.46 0.48 - - 
   CoV (%) 5.7 13.6 13.2 25.9   
          
 R 15 x  0.63 927 - - 0.50 - 
   CoV (%) 6.3 24.6   14.8  
          
 T 14 x  0.62 627 - - - 0.20 
    CoV (%) 6.1 17.5       30.6 
          
          
Spruce L 10 x  0.47 12799 0.36 0.45 - - 
   CoV (%) 7.2 9.2 13.2 8.2   
          
 R 13 x  0.48 625 - - 0.48 - 
   CoV (%) 6.6 20.4   19.2  
          
 T 11 x  0.46 397 - - - 0.21 
    CoV (%) 7.2 10.3       16.8 
          

x = mean value, CoV = coefficient of variation. 
 

 

In contrast, ER and ET were about 50% higher for yew compared to spruce. By means of 

ultrasonic waves, a 100-130% higher transverse stiffness was determined for yew than for 

spruce (Keunecke et al. 2007b). Wedge splitting tests performed on both species (Keunecke et 

al. 2007c) even revealed a 300% higher stiffness for yew. In that special case, however, this 

was influenced by the specimen geometry and the presence and position of a starter notch. As 

becomes clear, transverse stiffness can vary strongly due to the natural heterogeneity of the 

wood and depending on the measurement method. Nevertheless, in all cases, it was clearly 

higher for yew than for spruce as a result of the high density. Current evaluation of high-

resolution X-ray density profiles reveals that particularly the EW zones of yew are clearly 

denser (500-600 kg m-3) than those of spruce (250-300 kg m-3) while the LW density is 

similar for both species (900-1000 kg m-3) (Fig. 4).  
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Fig. 4: Distinct density differences between EW zones of yew and spruce. 

 

 

The lower axial and higher transverse stiffness of yew is of course reflected in the quotients 

EL/ER (= 11 for yew and = 20 for spruce) and EL/ET (= 17 for yew and = 32 for spruce) which 

emphasise the large discrepancy between both species. A further anatomical feature causes a 

ratio ER/ET of 1.5 for both species: wood rays reinforce the tissue in the radial direction 

(Burgert 2000).  
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Table 2: Elastic engineering and compliance parameters: comparison of our mean values and 
literature references. The shear moduli in the first (yew) and second row (spruce) have been 
determined by means of ultrasonic waves in a prior study (Keunecke et al. 2007b). 

 Moisture 
content 

Compliance parameters Elastic engineering parameters Anisotropy 

           
 ω s11 s44 -s23 -s32 ET GLR νLR νRL EL/ET 
  s22 s55 -s13 -s31 EL GTR νTR νRT EL/ER 
  s33 s66 -s12 -s21 ER GTL νTL νLT ER/ET 
           
 (%) (Pa-1) (Pa-1) (Pa-1) (Pa-1) (MPa) (MPa) ( - ) ( - ) ( - ) 
           
Our measurements           
           
Yew 11 1590 575 44 44 627 1740 0.041 0.46 17 
  95 2720 535 324 10500 368 0.50 0.20 11 
  1080 606 46 46 927 1650 0.48 0.029 1.5 
           
Spruce 12 2520 1620 28 28 397 617 0.018 0.36 32 
  78 18900 768 528 12800 53 0.48 0.21 20 
  1600 1700 35 35 625 587 0.45 0.014 1.5 
           
           
Literature references           
           
Spruce 10 2500 1590 27 27 400 628 0.019 0.44 41 
(Hörig 1933)  61.6 27000 600 600 16200 37 0.42 0.24 23 
  1430 1290 33 33 699 775 0.54 0.013 1.7 
           
Spruce 12 2330 1350   430 742   26 
(Krabbe 1960)  88 27500   11400 36   10 
  902 1460   1110 686   2.6 
           
Spruce 12 2380 1600 68 37 420 623 0.056 0.41 29 
(Neuhaus 1981)  83.4 23600 732 740 12000 42 0.60 0.31 15 
  1220 1350 46 84 818 743 0.55 0.035 1.9 
           
Spruce 14 2330  50 40 429  0.049 0.45 26 
(Wommelsdorff 1966)  88.6  598 606 11300  0.59 0.26 12 
  1020  50 65 980  0.56 0.028 2.3 
           
Softwoods        0.041 0.37  
(Bodig and Jayne 
1993) 

       0.47 0.35  

        0.42 0.033  
           

 

 

Poisson’s ratios 

According to Bodig and Jayne (1993), Poisson’s ratios do not seem to vary with density or 

other anatomical characteristics of wood in any recognisable fashion. This may explain why 

we did not find considerable differences between both species in this respect (Table 1). Only 

νRL was higher for yew (0.46) than for spruce (0.36). In view of the small number of 

specimens, not too much should be read into this difference. νRL, νTL and νTR of spruce are 

comparable with literature references (Table 2). νRT, however, was smaller (0.20 for yew and 

0.21 for spruce), resulting in a ratio νTR/νRT of 2.3 for spruce and 2.5 for yew. According to 

Eq. 8, 
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11 −− ⋅=⋅ TRRTTR EEνν ,                 (8) 

 

νTR/νRT should theoretically be approximately 1.5 taking the determined Young’s moduli into 

account. This deviation due to the small νRT probably results from the specimen geometry. 

Especially, for tangential specimens it is difficult to ensure that the growth rings are arranged 

absolutely parallel to the load direction over the whole specimen length. A solution to this 

problem could be to produce specimens from several laminated layers to optimise the 

orthotropic orientation [as done by Krabbe (1960) or Neuhaus (1981)]. In this study, it was 

our intention to forgo lamellation to avoid an influence by the adhesive on the elastic 

behaviour. 

Since the contraction was too small for a satisfactory resolution with the DIC software, νLR 

and νLT were not gaugeable. This is a well known problem in the field of materials testing 

(Bodig and Jayne 1993). Therefore, it is a common practise to calculate νLR and νLT according 

to the following relationship: 

 
1−⋅⋅= LRRLLR EEνν  and 1−⋅⋅= LTTLLT EEνν .          (9) 

 

νLR = 0.041 and νLT = 0.029 for yew, as well as νLR = 0.018 and νLT = 0.014 for spruce are 

obtained from Equation 9.  

 

Compliance parameters sij 

Table 2 provides an overview of the determined elastic engineering and compliance 

parameters. The shear moduli are added from our previous study (Keunecke et al. 2007b) 

where specimens from the same stems as used in this study were tested. Furthermore, 

literature references for spruce and softwoods in general are listed in the table. One should 

note that –s21 and –s23 were calculated according to Eq. 5, i.e. by means of the calculated 

Poisson’s ratios νLT and νLR. Consequently, the numerical values of –s12 and –s21 are identical, 

as are the numerical values for –s23 and –s32. The asymmetry between –s13 and –s31 results 

again from the ratio νTR/νRT. The mean value (–s13 = –s31 = 430 Pa-1 for yew and 648 Pa-1 for 

spruce) would probably be closer to the actual value. Alternatively, νRT  may be adjusted to 

two-thirds the value of νTR. 
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3-dimensional elastic behaviour 

The compliance matrix (Equation 3) is only valid when stresses and strains are related to the 

principle growth directions L, R and T. If they deviate from these axes, the equations 

describing stress and strain have to be transformed to obtain a statement of Hooke’s law in a 

3-dimensional coordinate system. A detailed description of the transformation procedure and 

a first-time spatial illustration as “deformation bodies” can be found in Grimsel (1999). 

2-dimensional sections through these bodies (as polar diagrams of the LR, LT and RT planes) 

were already derived at an early stage by Hörig (1933) on the basis of Voigt’s (1928) 

textbook on crystal physics. 

 

 
 

Fig. 5: Deformation bodies for yew and spruce. The scale of the axes is adjusted to the 
respective maximum deformation and thus not identical for both diagrams. Using the 
same scale would increase the spruce body to the 2.5 fold size (see also Figure 6). 

 

 

In Fig. 5, such deformation bodies are presented for yew and spruce based on coordinate 

transformations using our values sij in Table 2. They have to be interpreted as follows: To any 

arbitrary chosen axis in the three-dimensional coordinate system representing the L, R and T 

directions of a wood species, an identical tensile load is applied. The bodies illustrate the 

degree of deformation depending on the load direction. 

A conspicuous anisotropy of spruce is obvious, as also shown by Grimsel (1999). The 

anisotropy of yew is clearly less pronounced; the deformation body rather resembles those 

shown by Grimsel for beech or mahogany. This is remarkable since, according to Grimsel, all 
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deformation bodies evaluated so far for softwoods show similar characteristics and can clearly 

be distinguished from those of deciduous trees. 

According to Bodig and Jayne (1993), however, comparison of experiment and theory has 

shown that a 3-dimensional transformation is not always reliable for wood while 

transformations in the principle planes are usually quite satisfactory. Nevertheless, in our 

opinion deformation bodies are a valuable visual aid. Using appropriate software allows their 

rotation; examination of different perspectives assists in visualising and estimating the 

approximate spatial elastic characteristics of a wood species. 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 6: Load-directional dependence of compliance in the principle planes illustrated 
in three polar diagrams. Each diagram represents a quarter circle. 

 

 

Two-dimensional polar diagrams (Fig. 6) show that yew and spruce only slightly diverge in 

the LR and LT plane. The general run of the curves is quite similar even though at a different 

scale. In contrast, the curves completely differ in the RT plane. Here the deformation of 

spruce is highly anisotropic: Even small deviations from the principle axes cause a 

considerable increase of compliance at the same stress level. The maximum value (a multiple 
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of the deformation along the R and T axes) is reached at an angle of about 45° as a result of 

the small GRT. Yew behaves completely different: the deformation is largest on the T and R 

axes and slightly decreases to a minimum near 45°. Several factors may contribute to the 

lower directional dependence: 

• the density variations between EW and LW are small compared to spruce (Figure 4); 

• the ratios GRT/ER and GRT/ET are clearly higher for yew than for spruce. 

Moreover, the tracheids of yew are up to one-third smaller in length and diameter and also 

show a slightly more rounded cell shape (even in zones free of compression wood) compared 

to spruce. Possibly these aspects support the more homogeneous deformation in the RT plane 

as well. 

Both types of diagrams reveal that the only load direction, where yew is more compliant than 

spruce, is the L direction and a narrow range around it. However, this just accounts for a 

fraction of the whole 3-dimensional body. In the remaining directions yew is clearly stiffer 

than spruce. This again indicates the enormous impact of the MFA on longitudinal stiffness. 

 

 

Conclusions 

Our results confirm the lower axial and higher transverse stiffness of yew compared to spruce. 

This present and a prior study by our group complement each other and provide insight into 

the 3-dimensional elasticity of both species. Illustrations such as the 3-dimensional 

deformation bodies assisted in obtaining a general idea of their characteristic spatial 

compliance. Polar diagrams of the three principle orthotropic planes revealed that the main 

differences between both species regarding anisotropy are located in the RT plane. Based on 

both illustration options, yew wood turned out to behave clearly less anisotropic compared to 

spruce (and probably also compared to most other gymnosperms). Only in the longitudinal 

direction did yew have a lower stiffness. In all other 3-dimensional directions, spruce was 

clearly more compliant than yew. 

The chosen experimental setup was basically well suited to determine the Young’s moduli 

and Poisson’s ratios of yew and spruce at small strains, even though it leaves room for further 

development. The specimen shape was appropriate; solely in the case of tangential specimens 
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should improvement measures such as lamellation be considered. With regard to statistical 

significance, however, a larger number of specimens would be desirable but this was limited 

as a consequence of the time-consuming preparation. The accuracy of strain measurement 

based on the combination speckle pattern/CCD camera/DIC software turned out satisfactory 

for our purposes with a reasonably short computing time.  

The main focus of our future investigations will be directed at the question: Is the low axial 

stiffness of yew also present at lower hierarchical levels (such as microtome sections or 

individual tracheids)? 
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Abstract 

Compared to other gymnosperms, the longitudinal modulus of elasticity (MOEL) of yew 

wood is relatively low in spite of its high raw density. This interesting relationship, however, 

has only been established by means of standardized macro specimens so far. Therefore, the 

goal of this study was to find out if the low MOEL can be confirmed for a lower hierarchical 

level. For this purpose, microtensile tests have been performed on Common yew specimens 

and, so as to serve as a reference, on Norway spruce specimens as well. Furthermore, the 

microfibril angles (MFA) of the specimens were determined by the pit aperture method in 

order to shed more light on the structure-function relationship. The results reveal a lower 

MOEL for yew than for spruce and there are indications that the reason for it must be present 

at both the macro and micro level. A significantly greater latewood MFA was found for yew 

compared to spruce. This is discussed further and the compliant behaviour of yew wood is 

attributed to this fact. 

 

 

Key words: Common yew (Taxus baccata L.), Norway spruce (Picea abies [L.] Karst.), 

modulus of elasticity, longitudinal strain, micro tensile test, microfibril angle 
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Introduction 

In literature, it is widely accepted that mechanical properties (such as stiffness) of clear 

softwood are largely influenced by density (e.g. Lohmann et al. 2003), often with a linear 

proportional relationship. This relationship may be true for stems grown at the same site 

under similar conditions, within a species. A species-spanning comparison, however, reveals 

at least one distinctive exception to this “rule”: common yew.  

In view of its superior raw density (~ 620–720 kg m-3 at 11-12% equilibrium moisture 

content), the remarkable tensile and compressive strength of yew and its hardness in all three 

orthotropic directions are not surprising. But interestingly, its axial stiffness is relatively low 

compared to other gymnosperms. At least one might come to this conclusion when evaluating 

the few published studies dealing with the longitudinal MOE (MOEL) of yew, mostly 

determined in 3-point bending on standard specimens. Only Sell’s (1997) data are roughly in 

the order of magnitude (15700 MPa) one would expect, in contrast to predominantly much 

lower values (6300 to 12000 MPa) published by other authors (Sekhar and Sharma 1959; 

Jakubczyk 1966; Wagenführ 2000). Key factors contributing to this exceptional mechanical 

behaviour of yew, however, are as yet unknown. 

Knowing the density of wood as a measure of mass per volume unit provides no information 

about the qualitative composition of the cell wall. However, particularly its cellulose content 

and its orientation in tracheid cell walls are involved in determining the stiffness of wood. In 

recent years, several authors (e.g. Cave and Walker 1994; Reiterer et al. 1999) emphasized 

that the microfibril angle (MFA) of the dominant cell wall layer S2 is capable of effecting 

large changes in the longitudinal stiffness of wood. A large MFA usually results in a low 

MOEL (Reiterer et al. 1999). Therefore, a mean MFA of yew being larger than that of other 

gymnosperms is a conceivable explanation for the low MOEL in spite of its high density. 

In the majority of cases, MOEL is determined by means of 3- or 4-point bending tests. In our 

own 3-point bending tests (Keunecke et al. 2007a) applied on yew and spruce members, we 

took a closer look at the axial deformation. Other than the slightly lower MOEL compared to 

spruce, the high axial strain of yew in the linear-elastic and plastic pre-peak regime was the 

most conspicuous result. To be precise, the peripheral axial strain was about 50 percent higher 

for yew than for spruce. These findings might also indicate a large MFA, even though larger 

extensibility for specimens with larger MFA has only been established for single fibers (Page 
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et al. 1971, Page and El-Hosseiny 1983) and thin wood foils of 200 μm thickness (Reiterer et 

al. 1999). 

The objectives of this study were  

• to ascertain, by means of small-scaled specimens loaded in longitudinal tension, if the low 

MOEL of yew can be confirmed for a lower hierarchical level. Since wood is a multi-scale 

material, the results may indicate if the cause for the low stiffness of yew is present on 

both hierarchical levels. 

• to find out if there are differences between yew and spruce concerning the intra-annual 

MFA distribution. The results may provide a basis for conclusions regarding the structure-

function relationship. 

For this purpose, micro tensile tests parallel to the grain have been carried out in this study in 

order to determine MOEL. The size of the small-scaled “dog-bone” specimens allowed 

documenting selected micro structural features such as MFA. It has to be considered that 

MOEL is a material parameter which also depends on the boundary conditions of the 

experiment. For comparison reasons and in order to evade the “size effect”, the tensile tests 

have additionally been applied on Norway spruce under identical circumstances.  

In earlier micro tensile tests on thin wood samples (Ifju and Kennedy 1962, Biblis 1970, 

Bariska and Bosshard 1974, Michon et al. 1994), mechanical properties (i.e. mostly 

microtensile strength) of individual tissues such as earlywood and latewood have been 

determined, primarily by means of tangential sections. Volkmer and Wagenführ (2005) 

determined material properties in the radial-tangential plane. Frühmann et al. (2003) used 

radial sections to observe crack propagation in situ in an environmental scanning electron 

microscope. Even though not interested in the fracture behaviour, we chose radial sections as 

well, mainly for one reason: We wanted to measure the orientation of cross field pit apertures 

as an approximation for the MFA of our specimens. This method is restricted to radial walls. 

Numerous researchers used this method to measure MFAs (Pillow et al. 1953, Dadswell and 

Nicholls 1960, Hiller 1964, Cockrell 1974). In contrast to averaging techniques such as X-ray 

diffraction (where large numbers of tracheids, mostly by means of tangential sections, are 

sampled simultaneously), the pit aperture method allows the MFA measurement of individual 

tracheids. 
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Material and methods 

Micro tensile tests were performed on common yew (Taxus baccata L.) and Norway spruce 

(Picea abies [L.] Karst.) specimens. The axial elastic modulus MOEL of the specimens was 

determined and selected structural properties were documented. The investigations were 

divided into preliminary tensile tests and main investigations; an overview of the 

experimental set-up is given in Tab. 1. 

 

 

Table 1: Overview of experimental setup and methodology. 

 Number of 
specimens 

 Determined properties  Method / Equipment 

      
preliminary 
tensile tests 

20 x yew 
20 x spruce 
 

 • tensile strength  • micro tensile stage 
• digital micrometer 

  
 
 

 • strain concentrations   • CCD-camera 
• strain-mapping 

software 
 

   • sliding between 
specimen and clamps 

 • micro tensile stage 
• stereo microscope 
 

      
main 
investigations 

41 x yew 
40 x spruce 
 
 

 • MOEL  • micro tensile stage 
• video extensometer 
• SEM-images 
• image analysis 

software 
 

  
 
 

 • cell wall area (%), 
density 

 • SEM-images 
• image analysis 

software 
 

   • MFA, radial cell 
diameter 

 • light microscope 
• image analysis 

software 
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Specimens 

As basic raw material, small wood cuboids (Fig. 1a) of 45 mm (L) x 9 mm (R) x 10 mm (T) 

were cut from the adult heartwood (at breast height) of two yew and two spruce stems from 

stands close to Zurich, Switzerland (at an altitude of about 500 m above sea level). 

Compression wood was carefully avoided. The samples were taken at a sufficient distance 

from the pith where the curvature of the growth rings can be neglected and the material can be 

treated as simply orthotropic. The “dog-bone” shaped specimen outline with moderate 

curvature for cross-sectional reduction (Fig. 1 and 2) was punched into the cuboids (Fig. 1b) 

by means of a stamping template with razor blades. One to four tree ring boundaries were 

located in the narrow section. After saturating the cuboids with water, a 220 μm thick radial 

slice with the following geometry was cut out of each cuboid using a sledge microtome 

(Fig.-1c): length over-all 45 mm (longitudinal direction), width of the narrow section 3.6 mm 

(radial direction), and thickness ~220 (± 20) μm (tangential direction). The specimen 

thickness was controlled with a digital external micrometer. 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 1: Procedure of sample preparation for preliminary / main tensile tests and for 
wood anatomical measurements. 
 

 

For the purpose of light-microscopical investigations, we cut a second slice out of each 

cuboid (Fig. 1f), this time 20 μm thick. Consequently, this second slice was originally located 

directly adjacent to the tensile specimens in the small cuboids. After cutting, we separated the 

central part of the slice (Fig. 1g) and mounted it on a slide for transmission light microscopy 
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(Fig. 1h). 

 

Boundary conditions of the tensile test 

Displacement-controlled tensile tests were performed under standard climatic conditions 

(20°C, 65% RH) using a micro tensile stage (Deben, Fig. 2) with fixed clamps and a load cell 

of 300 N maximum capacity. The specimens were accurately aligned in order to avoid load-

eccentricities causing shear stresses. The free length of the specimens between the clamps was 

34 mm. Precise strain measurement was assured by video extensometry. The contrast marks 

were fixed within the narrow section of the specimens (Fig. 2) with a distance of 12 mm 

between the marks, which is the gauge length that the percent elongation calculations are 

based on. 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 2: Top view of the micro stage with a specimen readily prepared for a tensile test. 
 

 

Preliminary tensile tests 

Preliminary tensile tests were performed on 20 yew and 20 spruce specimens with the same 

geometry as used in the main tests. This was necessary for two essential reasons:  
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• The main tests were performed only within the linear-elastic range in order to avoid 

damage to the specimens that were subsequently subjected to anatomical evaluation. 

Therefore, complete stress-strain curves up to specimen failure had to be recorded in 

preliminary tests. By this means, the stress limit where the specimens had to be unloaded 

again, could be defined for the main tests.  

• The main boundary conditions of the test procedure had to be checked. Firstly, we had to 

clarify at a sufficiently high magnification under a stereo microscope if the friction 

between clamps and specimen was large enough to avoid sliding of the specimen. 

Secondly, the qualitative two-dimensional strain distribution during the tensile test had to 

be analysed. For this purpose, a thin paint layer of white and black pigments serving as 

speckle pattern (Fig. 3a) was sprayed on the specimens by means of an airbrush gun. A 

CCD camera filmed the specimen surface during the tensile test and a high-resolution 

strain-mapping software (VIC 2D, Correlated Solutions) calculated displacement fields of 

speckles. 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 3: a) Tensile specimen provided with a speckle pattern; b) axial strain 
distribution of the same specimen at 30 percent of the maximum load. 
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Main tensile tests 

A loading rate of 0.1 mm min-1 for yew specimens and of 0.2 mm min-1 for spruce specimens 

was derived from the results of the preliminary tests (i.e. the chosen loading rates resulted in 

the same total test time for both species). The main tensile tests were carried out within the 

linear-elastic regime, i.e. after reaching 30 percent of the expected peak stress determined in 

the preliminary tests, the still intact specimens were unloaded again.  

The 41 yew and 40 spruce specimens, that were eventually used for data interpretation, were 

compiled as follows: 27 specimens from yew stem 1, 14 specimens from yew stem 2, 

21-specimens from spruce stem 1 and 19 specimens from spruce stem 2. The number of 

specimens is non-uniform since the specimen quality (particularly a plane upper and lower 

surface) was examined subsequent to tensile testing by means of scanning electron 

microscopy (SEM) images. Specimens not meeting the requirements were rejected 

afterwards.  

 

Calculation of MOEL 

After the main tensile tests, the exact cross sectional area of the specimens had to be 

determined as a basis for the calculation of stress-strain curves. For this purpose, a first rough 

cut through the specimens centre (perpendicular to the grain, Fig. 1e) was made using a razor 

blade. Then the cut end of one specimen half was embedded in polyethylene glycol 

(PEG-2000) and thus stabilised for the subsequent precise cutting with a rotary microtome. 

PEG was dissolved and washed out again and the specimens were dried in an oven. After 

these essential steps, the exact cross-sectional area was measured in the SEM (Fig. 4) and 

used as the reference value for stress calculation. MOEL now could be determined by 

calculating the slope of the stress-strain curves within the linear-elastic regime. 
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Fig. 4: SEM image: measurement of the cross sectional area of a tensile specimen 
fixed upright on the sample holder. See also Fig. 1e. 

 

 

Measurement of selected wood-anatomical characteristics 

Cell wall area percentage of the cross section 

Cell walls appear as bright areas in SEM images, lumens as dark ones. The total area of bright 

objects within the cross-sectional area of the specimens was measured using image analysis 

software (Image Pro Plus 4.0, Media Cybernetics). This approach allows for calculating 

MOEL on basis of the pure cell wall area, i.e. omitting the lumen area. The cell wall area 

percentage is the ratio between the total area of bright objects and the cross-sectional area of 

the specimen.  

 

Density in the cross section 

Density was calculated as cell wall area percentage multiplied by the theoretical cell wall 

density. For the latter we used a value of 1.5 g cm-3 which is generally accepted to be more or 

less in the same range for all wood species.  
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MFA and tracheid diameter 

The microfibril angles of the specimens were measured by means of ray / tracheid cross field 

pit apertures (Fig. 5). According to the theory, the angle between pit aperture orientation and 

longitudinal tracheid axis corresponds to the MFA of the secondary cell wall layer S2. Such 

measurements are usually done by means of transmission light microscopy. Therefore, we 

relied upon thin tissue sections. The tensile specimens themselves were too thick for this 

purpose. Moreover, it was also impossible to cut a thin section out of these specimens since 

they could not be fixed in a microtome. Therefore, a second slice (20 μm thick) has been cut 

out of each cuboid (Fig. 1f) and prepared, as described above, for transmission light 

microscopy. It can be assumed that the anatomical properties of these slices do not differ 

considerably from those of the tensile specimens. 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 5: Radial microtome section of yew wood: principle of measuring pit aperture 
orientations in the ray / tracheid crossing field 
 

 

 

We measured the microfibril angle but also the radial cell diameter of each individual tracheid 

over the whole radial width of the samples. Our samples complied with the following 

requirements for the measurement of ray tracheid cross field pit apertures: 1) the slices are 
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radial microtome sections and 2) the crossing field pits are piceoid (spruce) and cupressoid 

(yew). 

 

 

Results and Discussion 

Preliminary experimentation 

In preliminary tests performed on 20 yew and 20 spruce micro specimens, a tensile strength of 

about 84 MPa for yew and about 74 MPa for spruce was determined. This is slightly lower 

than the literature references for solid wood (108 MPa for yew and 80 to 90 MPa for spruce 

(Sell 1997)). The mean strain at peak load was nearly twice as high for yew specimens (~1.3 

percent) compared to spruce (~0.7 percent). In the main tests, tensile loading was stopped at 

30 percent of the determined strength values, i.e. at ~25 MPa for yew and at ~22 MPa for 

spruce. Up to this stress point, linear-elastic response was observed. 

High magnification observations with a stereo microscope during tensile tests revealed that no 

sliding occurred between specimen and clamps. Furthermore, the strain deformation analyses 

at 30 percent of the peak load revealed that the maximum strain was, as intended, present in 

the narrow section of the specimens (Fig. 3b). In the area where the contrast marks for 

videoextensometry would be fixed, a homogeneous strain distribution was observed, which 

confirmed that the specimen shape was appropriate to determine the MOE.  

 

MOEL 

In the literature, a low MOEL in relation to its high density is reported for yew at the macro 

level, usually determined by means of standard test procedures such as 3-point bending. The 

results of our tensile test reveal a similar relationship for yew at the micro level (Tab. 2): 

• the MOECSA (= MOE based on the total cross sectional area) of yew is about one third 

lower than for spruce; 

• the MOECW (= MOE calculated on basis of cell wall cross sectional areas) of yew is about 

half as high as for spruce due to the higher density of yew. Thus, including the density 

into the calculation of MOE demonstrates even clearer that a fundamental difference must 

exist between yew and spruce regarding the structure-function relationship.  
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Table 2: Results of tensile tests and structural analyses: Mean values and coefficients of variation*.  
MOECSA = MOE based on the total cross sectional area, MOECW = MOE calculated on basis of cell 
wall cross sectional areas. 

Samples n Cell wall area 
(%) 

Density 
(g cm-3) 

MOECSA 
(MPa) 

MOECW 
(MPa) 

        
Yew 1 27 44.3 (5.3) 0.66 (5.3) 7700 (25.6) 17400 (26.6) 

        
Yew 2 14 45.7 (5.8) 0.69 (5.8) 6200 (22.2) 13700 (27.1) 

        
Spruce 1 21 33.3 (11.3) 0.50 (11.3) 9100 (24.3) 27200 (20.2) 

        
Spruce 2 19 34.0 (7.6) 0.51 (7.6) 10700 (18.6) 31600 (17.0) 

        
*Coefficient of variation (%) is given in parentheses.  

 
 

The calculated yew density (0.66 and 0.69 g cm-3, respectively) is in the range well known 

from literature whereas spruce density (0.50 and 0.51 g cm-3, respectively) seems slightly 

increased. Since only few growth rings were covered in the radial width of the specimens, it is 

possible that the latewood percentage in spruce specimens was higher-than-average. 

Our findings indicate that the reason for the low MOEL of yew must be present at both, the 

macro and micro level. In a recent study (Keunecke et al. 2007a), we determined the static 

bending MOE (MOEB) of yew and spruce by means of a standard 3-point bending test. The 

MOEB was higher than the MOECSA measured in this study. In detail: The MOEB was 

9700-MPa for yew and 12100 MPa for spruce. It has to be taken into account that tensile and 

bending stiffness generally slightly deviate from each other. A comparison with the MOECSA 

(7700 and 6200 MPa for yew; 9100 and 10700 MPa for spruce) suggests a stiffening effect 

for the bend specimens.   

At first view, the stiffening effect seems to be greater for yew specimens. However, this can 

also be due to the spruce density which was higher for the specimens in this study than for the 

bend specimens. Furthermore, the boundary conditions were completely different in both test 

procedures. For example in case of the 3-point bending test, shear stresses are present in 

addition to uniaxial stresses and may contribute to the stiffening. Since the shear modulus of 

yew is extremely high in general (GLT of yew is nearly three times as high as for spruce 

(Keunecke et al. 2007b)), a slightly higher stiffening effect for yew specimens must be 
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expected. The high ray percentage but also the high density contribute to the high shear 

modulus of yew. In particular, yew earlywood tracheids are characterised by a cell wall / 

lumen aspect ratio being more than twice as high as for spruce earlywood tracheids 

(Wagenführ 2000).  

One problem inherent to investigations at the micro level is related to the discussion about the 

representative specimen volume. In standard tests at the macro level, a sufficient homogeneity 

of the specimens is, for example, ensured by prescribed minimum numbers of annual rings in 

the loaded cross section. This regulation is not simply transferable to the micro level. As a 

result, specimens with different numbers of annual ring boundaries (resulting in different 

latewood percentages), which are therefore not absolutely comparable, have been tested in 

this study. As a compromise, we calculated the MOE on the basis of the cell wall areas (as 

described above) in order to consider density variations anyhow. Further legitimate criticism 

is related to the cellular dimensions: Compared to spruce, yew tracheids are slightly smaller in 

length and diameter. This means that more yew than spruce tracheids fit into the specimens’ 

cross section. Consequently, both mentioned methodological weaknesses might influence the 

informative value of the results.  

 

Microfibril angles 

In Fig. 6, the measurements of all samples (41 yew and 40 spruce samples) are summarised 

and illustrated as intra-annual trend. By means of the pit aperture method, we found a clear 

trend of decreasing microfibril angles from the first earlywood cell to the last latewood cell in 

all growth rings of both species. The mean spruce MFA decreases from ~43° (earlywood) to 

~9° (latewood), the mean yew MFA decreases from ~42° (earlywood) to ~32° (latewood). In 

other words, the large MFA in yew latewood and the small MFA in spruce latewood turned 

out to be the most conspicuous difference between both species.  

The spruce results are in good accordance with values measured by Kyrkjeeide (1990) and 

Herman et al. (1999) who used the pit aperture method as well. However, microfibril angles 

reported in the literature for spruce earlywood and latewood tracheids are inconsistent. Values 

often vary depending on the measurement methodology used. Even when a technique such as 

X-ray diffraction was applied, earlywood MFAs were larger in some studies and latewood 

MFAs in others. An overview is given by Brändström (2001).  
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Fig. 6: Relationship between MFA and tracheid diameter based on 41 yew and 40 
spruce samples, i.e. on ~4000 tracheids per species. Small tracheids diameters 
correspond to latewood regions.  
 

 

Nowadays, MFA measurement techniques such as X-ray diffraction are widely accepted but 

only allow for averaging a large number of tracheids sampled at the same time. Thus, it was 

not an alternative in our case since we were interested in the MFAs of individual cells. In the 

literature it is still intensely debated what measurement method comes closest to the “true” 

MFA. Huang et al. (1997) compared commonly used techniques by means of southern pine 

samples. For latewood tracheids, they found high correlation coefficients between the pit 

aperture method and other techniques such as polarised light, iodine staining, ultrasonic 

checking and X-ray diffraction whereas earlywood MFAs were overestimated. This means 

that - irrespective of the earlywood tracheids - our study at least revealed a clearly larger 

latewood MFA for yew than for spruce.  

Several studies document the great influence of the MFA on axial stiffness. Thus, it is 

conceivable that the large latewood MFA of yew is responsible for the relatively low MOEL 

at the macro and micro level. Keckes et al. (2003) demonstrated that the MFA decreases 

while applying a tensile force parallel to the cell axis. As a result, a higher microfibril angle 

raises the strain to fracture (Reiterer et al. 1999). This relationship probably caused the high 

strain we observed for yew in the preliminary tests of this study and in the case of bend 

specimens (Keunecke et al. 2007a). Since even the MFA of latewood tracheids seems to be 
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large in the case of yew, the whole tissue is much more stretchable under longitudinal tensile 

load.  

 

Suitability of specimen preparation and experimental setup 

As usual in the case of experimentation at the micro level, no standardized procedure is 

prescribed. Therefore, in the majority of cases one has to venture into uncharted terrain. In 

retrospect, the methodology chosen in this study revealed advantages as well as 

disadvantages, which are listed as the following. 

Advantages:  

• Due to the specimen size, potential flaws such as knots, grain deviation and resin channels 

can be avoided. 

• Boundary conditions such as specimen geometry and specimen / clamps interaction 

proved to be suitable to perform tensile tests. 

• The small specimens are suitable for strain measurement by means of videoextensometry.  

• Precise measurement of the cross sectional area is possible by means of SEM images. 

• The calculation of density by means of SEM images and image analysis software seems to 

work reliably. 

• The MFA of individual tracheids can be measured with the pit aperture method.  

 

Disadvantages: 

• Without exception, the individual work steps are very time-consuming (specimen 

preparation, embedding, SEM-images, MFA measurement). Thus, only a relatively small 

number of specimens can be evaluated which often is too small to draw final conclusions. 

• The specimens are not as homogeneous as larger specimens due to a stronger influence of 

parameters such as cell wall thickness, cell diameter, earlywood-to-latewood ratio, 

cellulose content, fiber length and grain deviation. This leads to results with a high 

coefficient of variation.  
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• The tensile specimens themselves can not be used for MFA measurements. Instead, 

samples located directly adjacent to the tensile specimens (in the cuboid, Fig. 1) have to 

be used. Neighbouring tissues may be similar, but they are never identical. 

• According to Huang et al. (1997), only the MFA of latewood tracheids measured with the 

pit aperture method is in good accordance with other commonly accepted methods but 

earlywood MFAs tend to be overestimated.  

• No direct correlation between MFA and MOEL is possible: Calculating a mean MFA for 

each specimen would make no sense since earlywood and latewood MFAs would be 

averaged. The contribution of latewood tracheids to wood stiffness, however, is stronger 

than that of earlywood tracheids. Moreover, reliable values for the MFA can only be 

determined for latewood tracheids.     

 

 

Conclusions 

The present study demonstrates that the low axial stiffness of yew is also present at the micro 

level. It also shows that density alone cannot be used as an indicator for the longitudinal 

stiffness of wood. The determined MOEL, however, only provides a rough approximation 

since a limited number of specimens were tested. Compared to spruce, a relatively large 

latewood MFA was determined for yew, which could explain the low MOEL and the large 

strain at peak load. No other softwood species with comparable structural design and 

mechanical behaviour is known to us. The biomechanical function of the low stiffness in the 

living yew tree, however, remains unclear. A high MFA usually contributes to absorbing 

mechanical stresses, e.g. in compression wood or in young slender trees where bending loads 

are caused by wind. In contrast to the latter, the shape of yew trees is rather compact. 

The chosen experimental setup demonstrates possibilities of micromechanics but also reveals 

several difficulties and ultimately is too time-consuming for standardised application. Plenty 

of specimens had to be sorted out since the specimen quality did not meet the requirements. 

In future investigations, the following questions are of particular interest: 

• Can the large latewood MFA of yew tracheids be verified by means of further 

measurement methods and with yew samples from different regional provenances? 
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• How do wood rays affect the mechanical behaviour under longitudinal load? Do they 

reinforce the tissue, do they support shear failure at ray / tracheid interfaces or do they 

potentially have a damping effect? 

• How do yew and spruce differ regarding the longitudinal elasticity at the next hierarchical 

level, namely at the level of single tracheids?  
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Abstract 

The longitudinal modulus of elasticity of Common yew is astonishingly low in light of its 

high raw density. At least this was found for specimens examined at the solid wood level and 

at the tissue level. However, to reveal if this low axial stiffness is also present at the cellular 

level, in this study tensile tests were performed on individual yew fibers and (so as to serve as 

a reference) on spruce fibers as well. The results particularly revealed a low stiffness and a 

high strain to fracture for yew compared to spruce. This compliant behavior was ascribed to a 

relatively high microfibril angle of yew measured by X-ray diffraction. It can be concluded 

that the high compliance of yew observed at higher hierarchical levels is obviously controlled 

by a structural feature present at the cell wall level. In future studies, the biomechanical 

function of this compliant behavior for the living yew tree would be of particular interest.  

 

Key words: Single fibers; Microfibril angle; Modulus of elasticity; Spruce (Picea abies); 

Yew (Taxus baccata). 
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Introduction 

With respect to its superior raw density (620-720 kg m-3 at 11-12% equilibrium moisture 

content), yew wood stands out from the remaining European gymnosperms. Its longitudinal 

stiffness, however, is astonishingly low. Most literature references report a longitudinal 

modulus of elasticity (MOE) between 6.2 and 12 GPa (Sekhar and Sharma,1 Jakubczyk,2 

Wagenfuhr3). This remarkable combination makes yew wood an interesting case study with 

regard to its structure-property relationship. In two previous studies carried out at 20°C and 

65% relative humidity (RH), we analyzed the axial stiffness of adult yew and (so as to serve 

as a reference) spruce heartwood at two levels: (1) At the solid wood level (Keunecke et al.4), 

MOE was determined in 3-point bending tests according to the German standard DIN 52186 

using a universal testing machine (Zwick Z100) and specimens as shown in Fig. 1. (2) At the 

tissue level (Keunecke and Niemz5), “dog-bone” shaped slices (Fig. 1) cut from the radial 

plane of small wood cuboids were loaded in tension. The load cell of the micro stage detected 

the applied forces while strain was measured by video extensometry. The calculation of MOE 

was based on the sample cross-sections measured on scanning electron microscopy images. 

 

 
 

Fig. 1: Geometry of specimens tested at the fibre level (this study), the tissue level 
(Keunecke and Niemz5), and the solid wood level (Keunecke et al.4) to determine the 
longitudinal modulus of elasticity. 
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Both studies revealed a lower MOE for yew than for spruce and thus confirmed the above-

mentioned literature references. The relatively compliant behavior of yew was ascribed to 

large microfibril angles (MFA) documented by X-ray diffraction (Keunecke et al.4) and the 

pit aperture method (Keunecke and Niemz5). This conclusion implies that the elastic behavior 

of yew must also be present at an even lower hierarchical level, namely the fiber level. 

However, to clearly distinguish between mechanical performance arising from cell-cell 

interactions or cell wall properties, micromechanical tests have to be performed on individual 

fibers. Consequently, the goal of this current study was to compare individual yew and spruce 

fibers with regard to their longitudinal stiffness and further longitudinal mechanical 

properties. In addition, the MFA of the yew and spruce tissues used for fiber isolation was 

measured by small angle X-ray scattering.   

 

Materials and methods 

Microtensile tests were performed on transition wood fibers of Common yew (Taxus baccata 

L.) and Norway spruce (Picea abies [L.] Karst.). They were mechanically isolated from 

tangential tissue slices (as described by Burgert et al.6) taken at breast height from the outer 

heartwood region of trees grown close to Zurich, Switzerland. The approximate growth ring 

number was 140 for yew and 80 for spruce. In order to avoid twisting and excessive 

dehydration, the fibers were gently dried between glass sheets in a refrigerator. For further 

details regarding the preparation for tensile testing and the testing setup, see Burgert et al.7. 

The displacement controlled tests were carried out at standard climatic conditions (20°C, 

65%-RH) with a feed rate of 1.5 μm s-1. The applied forces were recorded via a load cell with 

a maximum capacity of 500 mN; elongation detected by video extensometry (Burgert et al.8) 

provided the basis for strain calculation. After testing, the cell wall cross-sectional areas of the 

fibers were measured using environmental scanning electron microscope images (Burgert et 

al.8). In this way, both MOE and ultimate tensile stress could be calculated on the basis of the 

cell wall area (omitting the lumen). This made the results of both species comparable despite 

conspicuous differences in their cellular dimensions: Compared to spruce, yew transition 

wood fibers are approximately one third smaller in length and diameter; simultaneously, the 

cell wall / lumen ratio is higher causing the high density of yew. 18 yew and 21 spruce fibers 

were analyzed. In addition, the mean MFA of the original tissue slices (used to peel out the 

fibers) was determined by small angle X-ray scattering. 
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Results and discussion 

The tests performed on transition wood fibers revealed clear differences between both species 

in terms of their mechanical behavior under tensile load applied in the direction of the cell 

axis. Typical stress-strain curves of a single yew and a spruce fiber are shown in Fig. 2a. For 

spruce, they indicate linear-elastic response up to the brittle failure, while the graphs of yew 

can be divided into two phases: After a straight segment in the initial phase, a declining slope 

occurs in most cases after passing a yield point. The mean ultimate tensile stressCW (CW = 

based on the cell wall cross-section) was about 20% lower for yew than for spruce fibers 

(769-vs. 945 MPa; Fig. 2b). The mean strain to fracture was twice as high for yew as for 

spruce (8.0 vs. 4.0%; Fig. 2c). By contrast, the mean MOECW of yew fibers was 

approximately half as high as for spruce fibers (13.9 vs. 26.2 GPa; Fig. 2d).  

Supplementary structural examination revealed that the MFA of the S2 (by far the thickest 

cell wall layer) was clearly larger for yew than for spruce (15-20° vs. 0-5°). This distinctive 

feature of yew fibers has already been found in previous studies (Keunecke et al.4, Keunecke 

and Niemz5). The observed differences between yew and spruce fibers in terms of their 

mechanical response can be largely attributed to the respective MFA: A higher MFA results 

in both, a lower MOE and a higher extensibility in the longitudinal direction (e.g. Reiterer et 

al.9). Furthermore, a biphasic stress-strain curve, as found for yew fibers, is a common 

phenomenon among plant tissues with high microfibril angles in the S2 layer (Bodig and 

Jayne,10 Navi et al.,11 Kohler and Spatz,12 Keckes et al.13). It indicates an extraordinary 

longitudinal toughness of yew fibers since plastic deformation considerably contributes to 

their high strain to fracture. The larger MFA of yew fibers might also cause their slightly 

lower ultimate tensile stress. Since tensile forces are mainly carried by cellulose fibrils, 

different percentages of cellulose for yew and spruce are conceivable as well. However, this 

was not measured within this study. 
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Fig. 2: (a) Representative stressCW-strain curves of one yew and one spruce fiber 
subjected to longitudinal tension. Spruce shows roughly linear-elastic response while 
yew is characterised by biphasic behaviour. The data presented in (b)-(d) displays the 
statistical spread of ultimate stressCW (b), strain to fracture (c) and MOECW (d) 
determined in 18 yew and 21 spruce experiments. MOE, modulus of elasticity; CW, 
values are based on the cell wall cross-sectional area. The microfibril angles measured 
on the tissues slices used for fiber isolation were 15-20° for yew and 0-5° for spruce. 

 

The results show a typical characteristic of hierarchically organized materials: A feature of the 

material’s ultra structure can have a strong impact on the mechanical behavior of even clearly 

higher hierarchical levels. Previous studies on tissue and solid wood specimens (Keunecke et 

al.4, Keunecke and Niemz5) revealed relations between the MOE of yew and spruce to be 

similar to those found in this present study. The comparison shown in Table 1 indicates that 

the lower stiffness of yew is present at all investigated hierarchical levels. Remarkably the 

MOECW did not vary between the hierarchical levels in either species. 
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Table 1: Mean axial stiffness of yew and spruce determined at the fiber level (this study) and at higher 
hierarchical levels (Keunecke et al.4, Keunecke and Niemz5). 

The data presented are mean values for 18 yew / 21 spruce (fiber level), 41 yew / 40 spruce (tissue 
level) and 60 yew / 60 spruce (solid wood level) experiments. The data for the tissue level are mean 
values for two specimen series per species. CoV, Coefficient of variation; MOECW, modulus of 
elasticity based on the cell wall area; MOECSA, modulus of elasticity based on the total cross sectional 
area including lumens; -, MOECSA was not determined in terms of individual fibers. At the solid wood 
level, MOECW was calculated by dividing MOECSA by the raw density of the specimens. 
 

 

Conclusions 

With this study, we showed that the high longitudinal compliance (i.e. the low MOE and 

simultaneously high strain to fracture) of yew wood observed in two preceding studies at 

higher hierarchical levels is also present at the fiber level. This behavior was ascribed to the 

relatively large MFA. Thus, in view of its high density yew is a prime example to demonstrate 

that the axial stiffness of the hierarchically organized biomaterial wood is obviously 

controlled by a feature that is present at the cellular level. In view of its anatomic and 

mechanical properties, yew wood rather takes an intermediate position between typical 

normal and compression wood. Therefore its biomechanical function in the straight trunk of 

the living tree would be of particular interest for future studies.  
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Abstract 

Common yew (Taxus baccata L.) and Norway spruce (Picea abies [L.] Karst.) are 

gymnosperm species that differ in their microscopic structure and mechanical characteristics. 

Compared to spruce, the density of yew wood is high, but the modulus of elasticity is low 

when loaded parallel to the grain. Information about the transverse load direction is largely 

lacking. Therefore, the goal of this study was to assess the elastic and fracture mechanical 

behaviour of both wood species in the radial-tangential plane (crack opening mode I). For this 

purpose, micro wedge splitting tests were performed. Characteristic elastic and fracture 

parameters (initial slope, critical load, specific fracture energy) were determined. After the 

tests, the fracture surfaces were evaluated using microscopic methods. The results reveal clear 

differences between the species regarding microscopic fracture phenomena and prove that 

yew wood was significantly stiffer than spruce wood. We suggest that the density and the cell 

geometry are predominantly responsible for both elasticity and failure behaviour in the 

transverse direction. 

 

Keywords: fibre bridging; fracture perpendicular to the grain; spruce (Picea abies); wedge 

splitting test; yew (Taxus baccata). 
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Introduction 

Interestingly, literature references indicate that common yew is distinctive among 

gymnosperms in terms of its longitudinal modulus of elasticity (MOEL). Despite its 

comparatively high density (~0.62–0.72 g cm-3 at 11-12% equilibrium moisture content), the 

MOEL of yew is relatively low. Most literature references report values between 6300 and 

12000 MPa (Sekhar and Sharma 1959; Jakubczyk 1966; Wagenführ 2000). This unusual 

combination prompted us to investigate the elasto-mechanical and fracture-mechanical 

behaviour of yew wood. Using three-point bending tests, we confirmed the low stiffness 

(~9000–10000 MPa) and also observed high axial fracture strain for yew (Keunecke et al. 

2006). Our current investigations suggest that a relatively large microfibril angle (MFA), in 

particular, is the cause of this remarkable mechanical behaviour. Contrary to the stiffness, the 

longitudinal strength and hardness of yew are of the order of magnitude expected in light of 

its high density. 

However, no data are available for yew from tests with forces acting perpendicular to the 

grain. Therefore, we tried to bridge this knowledge gap for yew. In a previous study by our 

group (Märki et al. 2005), the fracture toughness KIC of yew was found to be 0.56 MPa m1/2 in 

the RL orientation and 0.46 MPa m1/2 in the TL orientation (the first letter indicates the load 

direction; the second gives the direction of crack propagation). In a further study, we 

approximated the stiffness of yew wood by dynamic measurements (ultrasonic waves). We 

found that yew was 2.3-fold stiffer in the radial direction and 2.0-fold stiffer in the tangential 

direction compared to spruce (Keunecke et al. 2007). 

The present study focuses on the RT and TR orientation. In industrial practice, these 

orientations play a role, for example, in the defibration procedure or in peeling of veneer logs. 

Besides elasto-mechanical properties, we wanted to place an emphasis on the fracture 

mechanical properties and failure characteristics of yew in the transverse plane using a micro 

wedge splitting test and microscopic methods. 

A special wedge splitting method was developed by Tschegg (1986) to determine fracture 

mechanical values of inhomogeneous materials such as asphalt, concrete and wood. A 

comprehensive description of the method and its application to wood is given by Stanzl-

Tschegg et al. (1995). The splitting device used in this study is a modified version developed 

by Frühmann et al. (2003) to test comparatively small specimens and to observe the fracture 
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process in situ in an environmental scanning electron microscope (ESEM). We used the same 

equipment for two essential reasons: 

1) In contrast to many other test procedures, the specimen geometry is particularly suitable 

for loading perpendicular to the grain; the equipment and specimen geometry support 

stable crack propagation. 

2) The investigation of relatively small specimens is especially advantageous for yew wood 

since this species is characterised by numerous weak points such as knots, grain deviation 

or irregularities in the growth ring structure. These sources of errors can be minimised in 

the case of smaller specimens. Compared to the small specimen dimensions, a relatively 

large ligament length is given. 

 

Primarily, we wanted to ascertain how the high density and the high percentage of ray cells of 

yew influence its elastic and fracture mechanical behaviour. As a reference, spruce wood was 

investigated using the same methodology. The structure of spruce is very different from that 

of yew. Characteristic elasto-mechanical and fracture parameters were derived from load-

displacement curves. Data evaluation was based on the principles of linear elastic fracture 

mechanics (LEFM) (such as initial stiffness and critical load) and of the fracture energy 

concept (specific fracture energy). Microscopic fracture phenomena, such as crack paths and 

fracture surfaces, were evaluated after the tests. 

 

 

Material and methods 

Micro wedge splitting tests were performed on yew (Taxus baccata L.) and spruce wood 

(Picea abies [L.] Karst.). The specimens were oriented in the RT and TR crack propagation 

directions (crack opening mode I). 

For specimen production, five stems each of yew and spruce were chosen from stands in and 

close to Zurich (Uetliberg region, Switzerland). The green wood was cut to 5-cm-thick planks 

with a frame saw. After several months of air seasoning, the planks reached a moisture 

content (MC) of approximately 15-17% and were further dried in a climate chamber at 20°C 

and 65% RH until the equilibrium MC was reached. For both wood species, a total of 16 slats 

with a cross section of 26 mm x 30 mm were sawn from the heartwood of the planks taken at 
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breast height. Eight slats each were assigned to the preparation of TR and RT specimens. A 

series of eight specimens was cut from each wood slat (Figure 1) and stored again at 20°C and 

65% RH. 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 1: Principle of a series composition (in this example, oriented in the TR crack 
propagation direction): eight adjacent specimens were sawn from each wood slat. 

 

 

The specimen geometry and dimensions are shown in Figure 2. The starter notch (1 mm wide) 

was extended by a razor blade to produce as sharp a crack tip as possible. Rounded corners 

proved to be suitable for avoiding crack initiation in this part of the specimen.  

The principle of the micro testing machine for wedge splitting tests according to Frühmann et 

al. (2003) is presented in Figure 2. A loading head (mounted on a load cell) generates a force 

F on the specimen, causing splitting along the plane of the notch. To reduce friction to a 

minimum, the force is transmitted to the specimen through roller bearings. The force 

comprises a large horizontal force (mode I load) and a small vertical force. The latter is too 

small to affect the fracture behaviour of the samples. 

The contact force is measured by the load cell. The bottom end of the specimen is supported 

by a bearing pin that allows the broken halves to move apart. The vertical displacement of the 

loading head was measured by a linear variable differential transformer. The displacement 

controlled loading rate was 6 μm s-1. Tests were performed ex situ in a climate chamber under 

standard climatic conditions (20°C and 65% RH) at sample equilibrium MC. After the tests, 
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the crack paths and further fracture phenomena of selected specimens were evaluated using a 

LEO 435 VPi scanning electron microscope (SEM) and an OLYMPUS SZX9 stereo 

microscope. The small specimen thickness guaranteed that surface observations were 

representative of the behaviour of the interior of the specimen. 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2: Scheme of the experimental setup with the loading head and a specimen (all 
dimensions in mm). The specimens are 4 mm thick and supported below by a bearing. 

 

 

Results and discussion 

Characteristic elasto-mechanical and fracture parameters such as initial stiffness, critical load 

and specific fracture energy were calculated based on the load-displacement responses 

obtained from the experiments. Following the approach of Frühmann et al. (2003), neither 

pure opening mode I forces (horizontal splitting force) nor horizontal displacement 

(corresponding to the crack mouth opening displacement) were calculated from the recorded 

load/displacement data, since explicit knowledge of these is not required for evaluation of the 

specific fracture energy. 
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Fig. 3: Load-displacement diagrams of representative test series: (a) yew TR, 
(b) spruce TR, (c) yew RT and (d) spruce RT. “Displacement” represents the 
vertical displacement of the loading head. The reason for the slight kink in the 
slope of graph (b) is unclear and was not present in the other graphs. 
 

 

All of the parameters discussed below were determined for each specimen in a series and 

subsequently averaged for each series (the statistical scatter within each series was small). 

This means that only the series were compared for evaluation, rather than single specimens. In 

the case of TR orientation, specimens were tested in both crack propagation directions, from 

pith to bark and vice versa. Since no significant differences between the two groups were 

found regarding the fracture parameters and crack propagation, we did not distinguish 

between the directions in the following. Diagrams of representative series of both wood 

species and crack propagation systems are shown in Figure 3. 
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Characteristic behaviour prior to the load peak 

Initial stiffness    

The first phase of the load-displacement graph is characterized by linear elastic response. The 

initial slope kinit corresponds to the stiffness of a material and is proportional to an effective 

modulus of elasticity (Harmuth et al. 1996). No significant differences were found between 

the RT and TR orientations for both species; kinit was only slightly higher for yew RT than for 

yew TR, whereas it was distinctly higher for spruce TR than for spruce RT (Table 1). 

Comparison between the species showed that kinit was four-fold greater for yew than for the 

clearly less dense spruce specimens. In other words, yew is much stiffer than spruce when 

loaded perpendicular to the grain. 

 

 

Table 1: Characteristic results of the wedge splitting tests. 

   ρ 
(kg m-3) 

kinit 
(N μm-1) 

Fcrit 
(N) 

scrit 

(μm) 
Fmax 
(N) 

        
Yew RT   Mean 640 0.063 31.3 567 32.4 
  CoV (%) 9.7 13.4 13.8 4.6 15.2 
        
 TR   Mean 600 0.059 25.0 542 25.4 
   CoV(%) 7.7 13.6 10.9 9.3 11.4 
        
Spruce RT   Mean 450 0.015 17.2 1216 17.6 
  CoV (%) 5.7 22.5 13.6 8.4 13.4 
        
 TR   Mean 470 0.017 23.2 1559 24.4 
  CoV (%) 5.0 18.0 13.2 11.5 7.3 
        

Data presented are mean values of 8 experiments. CoV, coefficient of variation; RT, radial-tangential; 
TR, tangential-radial; ρ, raw density; kinit, initial slope of the load-displacement graph; Fcrit, critical 
load (end of the linear elastic phase in the load-displacement graph); scrit, displacement corresponding 
to Fcrit; Fmax, maximum load. 

 

 

In preliminary three-point bending tests (Keunecke et al. 2006) and tensile tests spruce had a 

slightly higher MOE than yew for force parallel to the grain. The dependence on the load 

direction can be ascribed to the fact that wood is a kind of cellular (honeycomb-like) material 
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in the transverse direction, whereas it has a fibrous structure in the longitudinal direction 

(length/diameter are between 30:1 and 100:1) (Frühmann et al. 2003). The stretchability in the 

R and T directions depends on the ratio cell wall/lumen and the density. As a result, the initial 

slope kinit in both crack propagation systems strongly correlated with density measured for the 

specimens. Linear regression indicated high significance with correlation coefficients of 

R-=-0.92 for yew RT, R = 0.87 for yew TR, R = 0.97 for spruce RT, and R = 0.73 for spruce 

TR. 

In contrast to transverse stretching, longitudinal stretching requires extension of the cell walls. 

Therefore, longitudinal elasticity largely depends on MFA of the helically oriented cellulose 

fibrils in the thickest tracheid cell wall layer S2 (Reiterer et al. 1999), whereas the S2 MFA 

does not influence the transverse elasticity of the fibre wall (Bergander and Salmén 2000). 

Thus, a wood species with a large MFA (typical for yew) and relatively thick cell walls can be 

relatively deformable in the axial direction (i.e., low MOE and high fracture strain) and rigid 

in the transverse direction at the same time. Moreover, the narrow growth rings of yew wood 

(Figure 4) lead to a greater influence of the stiffer latewood (LW) tracheids and to a more 

homogeneous stress distribution between zones of earlywood (EW) and LW. It should be 

considered, however, that the stress distribution in a notched specimen (as was the case in this 

study) is different from that in an unnotched specimen in a uniaxial load case, where the stress 

is not concentrated around the notch tip, but evenly distributed across the cross-sectional area 

of the sample. 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4: Different ring widths of yew and spruce. 
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Critical Load    

According to Frühmann et al. (2003), the critical load Fcrit represents the end of the linear 

elastic phase and therefore indicates macro-crack initiation. Fcrit is proportional to the critical 

stress intensity factor KIC in the LEFM theory. Since the distance between notch tip and the 

line of the acting horizontal force decreased during the tests, KIC could not be calculated 

directly. 

Mean values of the critical load are higher for yew than for spruce (Table 1); the 

corresponding displacement scrit is approximately 2.5- to three-fold greater for the more 

compliant spruce. The maximum load Fmax is not markedly higher than the crack initiation 

load; in many cases it is even identical. 

Material stiffness and strength perpendicular to the grain vary with load orientation as well as 

density. Typically, both MOE (Keunecke et al. 2007) and strength [e.g., KIC(RL) > KIC(TL); 

Märki et al. 2005] of yew and spruce are higher in the radial than in the tangential direction. 

This could be confirmed for yew specimens in this study (Fcrit RT = 31.3 N, Fcrit TR = 25.0 

N). The radial reinforcement of wood tissue by means of wood rays (Burgert et al. 1999) is 

one of several effects contributing to this anisotropy. Yew wood is characterised by a 

relatively high percentage of ray cells (~ 14%) compared to spruce (~ 5%) (Wagenführ 2000). 

For spruce specimens, however, Fcrit is lower in RT (17.2 N) than in the TR (23.2 N) 

orientation which is in accordance with the slightly higher initial stiffness of spruce in the TR 

direction (see above). 

Even though this relationship may not be generally valid for spruce considering the high 

variation, a combination of size effects and the test procedure for pre-notched specimens 

could explain the result. The sharp crack tip position in particular may play a major role. 

From the beginning of the test up to the critical load, the crack does not propagate and a 

process zone develops around the crack tip. The greatest concentrations of stress occur 

directly in front of the tip. As the tip was located in the EW zone of spruce RT specimens in 

most cases (which is wide compared to the narrow yew EW zones), it is likely that 

predominantly fracture parameters of the EW zone were determined. The density, namely the 

cell wall/lumen ratio, is clearly higher for yew in both EW and LW (Table 2). Furthermore, 

the density gradient between EW and LW is smaller for yew than for spruce. In other words, 

EW zones of spruce are more pronounced planes of weakness compared to the relatively 
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compact EW zones of yew wood. The latter are also reinforced by more rays. Consequently, 

Fcrit is nearly twice as high for yew in the RT direction. 

 

 

Table 2: Tracheid dimensions of yew and spruce wood (Wagenführ 2000). Order of listing: minimum, 
mean, maximum. 

   Yew    Spruce  
         
Length (μm)  1550 1950 2250  1300 2800 4300 
         
Lumen diameter (μm) EW 12.1 18.4 27.8  16.0 32.0 45.0 
 LW 5.1 9.4 14.3  6.4 17.4 22.0 
         
Wall thickness (μm) EW 3.3 4.2 5.4  1.9 3.5 4.9 
(double cell wall) LW 6.8 7.7 9.7  9.3 10.7 11.6 
         
EW, earlywood; LW, latewood. 
 
 

 

Characteristic behaviour beyond the load peak 

TR specimens    

After passing the critical load (at which initiation of the macro-crack takes place), a first 

sudden decrease occurs in the load-displacement curve. During this first decrease, the crack 

propagates across one or several tree-ring boundaries and stops again in an EW zone. This 

was visible even to the naked eye. When the crack stops, the load increases to a new local 

maximum before it decreases again, accompanied by further crack propagation. These 

stepwise increases and decreases usually repeat several times (Figure 3a,b), with the slope of 

each subsequent increase being less steep than the previous one. Future investigations should 

demonstrate whether this unstable crack propagation in the TR orientation can be avoided if a 

modified electronic control loop with a quicker response time is available. 

Softwood tracheids are predominantly arranged in straight lines in the radial direction. The 

crack path typically followed interfaces between rays and tracheids, which are well known as 

planes of weakness. Owing to the high cell wall/lumen ratios, only intercellular fracture 

(separation of cells along their middle lamella) was observed for yew in both EW (Figure 5a) 
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and LW zones, as well as for spruce in LW (Figure 5b) zones. In spruce EW, both 

intercellular and transwall fracture occurred (Figure 5b), the latter in the tangentially oriented 

part of the tracheid walls. 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 5: Crack paths in TR orientation of yew earlywood (a) and spruce (b): 
Predominant intercellular fracture of yew (a) and in latewood of spruce (b) and 
predominant cell wall fracture in earlywood of spruce (b). 

 

Yew and spruce clearly differed regarding the development of fibre bridging, the principle of 

which is schematically shown in Figure 6. In the case of spruce, only a few partially 

delaminated tracheids (if any) bridged the gap in the immediate vicinity of the crack tip. In 

the study of Frühmann et al. (2003), fibre bridging was even completely lacking in the case of 

spruce TR specimens. In contrast, yew specimens featured a high degree of fibre bridging, 

partly spanning the complete gap behind the crack tip (Figure 7a). This characteristic, 

combined with the narrow growth rings of yew, possibly prevents abrupt crack propagation 

and results in a failure process with more intermediate steps (Figure 3a). 
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Fig. 6: Principle of fibre bridging if the crack is oriented in the RT or TR crack 
propagation system.   

 

 

RT specimens   

Contrary to the clearly unstable crack propagation in TR orientation, crack growth in RT 

specimens was characterised by both stable and unstable phases of propagation (Figure 3c,d). 

In other words, short-term phases of arrest sometimes occurred before the crack continued 

propagating. This more stable behaviour in the RT orientation is due to the fact that no sudden 

obstacle (such as LW bands in TR specimens) forces the crack to pause. However, it is 

conceivable that rays temporarily delay crack propagation, although less effectively than LW 

bands. 
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Fig. 7: Fibre bridging in yew specimens tested in the TR (a) and RT (b) orientation: 
The samples are positioned in front of a bright background. The dark zones between 
both specimen halves are tracheids “bridging” the gap behind the crack tip (see also 
Figure 6). 

 

 

After the peak load, quasi-brittle materials with stable crack propagation ideally form a strain-

softening region (decreasing load values) with a smooth curve progression in the load-

displacement graph. Only few specimens of the RT series behaved approximately like this 

(Figure 8) and therefore could be used to calculate the specific fracture energy Gf according to 

Eq. (1). Gf is the non-linear counterpart of the critical strain energy release rate Gc and 

indicates the total energy consumed by crack initiation and crack propagation. Gf corresponds 

to the area integrated over the load-displacement curve divided by the nominal fracture 

surface area A (A = ligament length multiplied by specimen thickness): 

 

∫ ⋅=
endS

f dssF
A

G
0

)(1 , (1) 

 

where F(s) is the force measured by the load cell and s is the vertical displacement of the 

loading head. The specimen dimensions are too small to eliminate a size effect on Gf 

according to earlier studies (Stanzl-Tschegg et al. 1995). The fracture process zone is 

probably not completely covered by the specimen size. Although transfer of our results to 

larger dimensions might include a certain error, direct comparison between two species with 

the same specimen geometry is legitimate. 
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Fig. 8: Stable crack propagation in a yew RT specimen. 

 

 

The results in Table 3 are based on a reduced number of samples, namely five yew and eight 

spruce series, with three to four specimens per series showing stable crack propagation. 

Therefore, the mean values and coefficients of variation for density deviate from those in 

Table 1. The high strength of yew specimens is compensated by the higher compliance 

(higher displacement scrit) of spruce specimens. This leads to similar specific fracture energies 

for both wood species. It has to be noted, however, that the statistical spread of Gf is rather 

high for yew (32.4%). 

Tschegg et al. (2001) determined crack initiation energy (Ginit) and crack propagation energy 

(Gprop) separately. For the following reason, this distinction was not possible in our study: Ginit 

is defined as the area under the load-displacement curve from the origin to the peak, and back 

down a line running parallel to the initial slope of the curve. Gprop is the difference between 

the total specific fracture energy (Gf) and Ginit. In our study, a non-linear region prior to the 

peak was often lacking. The maximum load was therefore visible as a sharp peak directly 

subsequent to the linear elastic range (Figure 8). Thus, the calculation of Ginit was not feasible 

since Ginit was almost zero. 
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Table 3: Fracture energy results.  

   ρ 
(kg m-3) 

Gf 
(N mm-1) 

     
Yew      RT Mean 630 0.31 

  CoV (%) 11.5 32.4 
     
 TR  - - 
     
Spruce  RT Mean 450 0.29 

  CoV (%) 5.9 3.5 
     
 TR  - - 
     
The data presented are mean values for five yew and eight spruce experiments with three to four 
specimens per experiment. CoV, coefficient of variation; RT, radial-tangential; TR, tangential-radial; 
ρ, raw density; Gf, specific fracture energy; -, no stable crack propagation. 
 

 

Cracks always take the path of least resistance; i.e., in the RT orientation, they usually 

propagate in EW. Since tracheids are arranged irregularly in the tangential direction, the crack 

path is not as straight as observed for TR specimens (Figure 9). In spruce specimens, cell wall 

fracture of the thin, radially oriented EW tracheid walls was the dominant failure mechanism 

(Figure 9a); intercellular fracture was also present, but clearly less frequently. In contrast, 

only intercellular fracture was observed in yew specimens (Figure 9b) owing to the strong 

design of EW tracheids. In some cases, the crack path temporarily changed from the EW to 

the LW zone, crossed the growth ring boundary and continued propagation in the EW zone of 

the neighbouring tree ring. On the one hand, this behaviour of yew specimens might result 

from the relatively small density gradient between EW and LW (Table 2) and the resultant 

intercellular fracture. On the other hand, the probability that a crack propagates exclusively in 

EW decreases when the growth rings are extremely narrow. In the case of yew, it is likely that 

more growth rings are covered by the process zone.  
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Fig. 9: Crack paths in RT orientation of spruce (a) and yew (b). 

 

 

As described above for TR specimens, fibre bridging in RT specimens is clearly more 

pronounced for yew than for spruce (Figure 7b). This crack closure mechanism obviously 

plays a major role for yew in dissipating energy in both the radial and tangential crack 

propagation phases. According to Vasic and Smith (2002), fibre bridging is the main fracture 

toughening mechanism. Once mobilised near the crack tip, it causes energy to be dissipated 

more gradually, as found for yew in both crack propagation orientations. Reiterer et al. (2002) 

assumed that fibre bridging was more effective in spruce than in hardwoods, since spruce 

tracheids are longer. As yew tracheids are shorter than those of spruce, our results do not 

confirm this hypothesis, i.e., the tracheid length alone cannot be the decisive criterion for the 

formation of fibre bridging. Pre-existing micro-cracks can additionally contribute to fracture 

toughening in the zone in which non-linear strain-softening fracture takes place. Although we 

did not observe any micro-cracks, they are likely to be present in all wooden specimens and 

their perception is only a question of magnification. The exact nature of energy dissipation in 

the fracture process zone is still a matter of discussion (Smith et al. 2003). 

 

 

Conclusions 

The micro wedge splitting test proved to be suitable for characterising fracture and fracture 
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mechanical parameters of yew and spruce specimens in the transverse plane. Differences 

between the species regarding fracture behaviour were ascribed to variability of micro 

structural features such as the cell wall/lumen ratio and density gradient between EW and 

LW. Yew specimens, with high density and a high percentage of ray cells, were stiffer and 

stronger than spruce. During crack propagation, mainly intercellular fracture occurred in yew, 

whereas transwall fracture was also present in spruce EW. The specific fracture energy in 

RT-oriented specimens was similar for both species, since the higher strength of yew and the 

higher compliance of spruce cancelled each other out. 

In conclusion, our study revealed that a wood species can be compliant in the axial and rigid 

in the transverse direction at the same time. In preliminary tests, a relatively low MOE was 

found for yew when a force was acting in the longitudinal direction. The literature indicates 

that yew is well known for its high toughness. Pronounced fibre bridging might contribute to 

this characteristic property, since it is an important toughening mechanism for dissipating 

energy during crack propagation. The crack initiation and propagation process will be studied 

further in situ using ESEM equipment.  
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5. Supplementary structural examination 

The results presented in the Papers I to V draw to the fact that the longitudinal elasticity of 

yew is particularly dictated by the MFA, while the elasticity perpendicular to the grain is 

primarily influenced by the density. In order to provide a wider statistical basis regarding 

these and further anatomical features of yew and spruce against the background of structure-

property relationships, specific and detailed supplementary structural examination was 

conducted as described in the following.  

 

Microfibril angles 

Investigations into the elasticity of yew revealed remarkably low Young’s moduli parallel to 

the grain (taking its high density into account). This was conspicuous across all considered 

hierarchical levels, from the macro (Papers I, II) to the tissue (Paper III) and even the tracheid 

level (Paper IV). Against the background of this compliant behaviour of yew, it was 

appropriate to shed more light on the MFA of the helically oriented cellulose fibrils in the S2 

cell wall layer. As is well known, this angle in particular influences the MOEL. The larger the 

MFA, the larger is the maximum strain and the lower is the MOEL (e.g. Reiterer et al. 1999). 

In Paper III, the MFA was measured by means of pit apertures in ray / tracheid crossing 

fields, and a clearly larger latewood MFA was found for yew compared to spruce. Also in the 

case of the tangential transition wood slices (used for the separation of fibres; Paper IV), the 

mean MFA determined by X-ray diffraction was clearly higher for the yew sample. 

Consequently, the comparatively large MFA was held responsible for the extraordinary 

mechanical performance of yew. Subsequent to the experiments described in Papers I to V, 

complementary MFA investigations based on three different methodological approaches were 

carried out: 

 

Approach No. 1: Crossing field pit aperture method 

In Paper III, the MFAs of S2 cell wall layers of yew and spruce specimens from stands close 

to Zurich (Switzerland) were estimated by means of pit aperture orientations in ray / tracheid 

crossing fields. Further measurements on samples from different regions were analysed to 

reveal if the large latewood MFAs might be a local characteristic of yew trees grown in 

Switzerland. Therefore, additional samples from two stands in Germany (Arnsberg; Forest-
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Botanical Garden of Tharandt) and one stand in France (Silvicultural Research Centre, 

Nancy) were investigated (Fig. 1) using the same methodology as described in Paper III. 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 1: Original locations of the additionally analysed samples and also of the samples 
investigated in Paper III. 

 

Only random samples were evaluated this time due to the time-consuming specimen 

preparation. Representative photographs of crossing field pit apertures are shown in Fig. 2. In 

stained samples, the orientation of pit apertures at growth ring boundaries, i.e. mainly in 

latewood tracheids but also in few earlywood tracheids, is visible. In earlywood, the pit 

apertures are rarely defined by a sharp silhouette since earlywood pits are less slit-like than in 

the latewood and, even more important, a simultaneous focussing of all sectors of the image 

was impossible. Therefore, priority was laid on sharply focussed latewood pit apertures when 

recording the images. 

 

Table 1: MFA range measured by pit-aperture orientations in tangential slices of samples from 
Arnsberg (Germany), Tharandt (Germany) and Nancy (France). However, the measurements represent 
only a random basis of a few samples in contrast to data shown in Fig. 5 of Paper III. 

Sample origin Arnsberg 
(Germany) 

Tharandt 
(Germany) 

Nancy  
(France) 

Measured MFA range 27 - 33 27 - 36 25 - 35 
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Independent from the regional origin of the samples, relatively large latewood MFAs (around 

and often slightly larger than 30°, Table 1) were found which corresponds to our results in 

Paper III. These findings suggest that the latewood MFA of adult European yew heartwood is 

relatively large in general. Considering this characteristic helps to comprehend the elastic 

behaviour of yew since axial compliance of wood is primarily limited by the MFA of 

latewood tracheids. 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 2: Pit apertures in the ray / tracheid crossing fields of samples from 
Arnsberg/Germany (1a-c), Tharandt/Germany (2a-c) and Nancy/France (3a-c), 
photographed at growth ring boundaries in 20 μm thick radial microtome slices. The 
samples were stained with astrablue and safranin. See also Fig. 5 in Paper III. 
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Approach No. 2: Conventional wide angle X-ray diffraction 

In contrast to the aforementioned investigation where individual tracheids have been 

analysed, the mean MFAs of tangential slices (200 μm thick) were determined. Three slices 

each were cut out of two randomly selected growth rings (free of compression wood, at breast 

height at a distance of at least 100 rings from the pith) from the adult heartwood of two yew 

stems. A total of 12 slices was analysed. 

The MFAs were measured by wide angle X-ray diffraction (WAXD) using a position-

sensitive detector in transmission geometry. The X-ray beam was aligned in the radial wood 

direction. The MFAs were evaluated on the basis of the cellulose (110) reflections 

(Lichtenegger et al. 1997) as indexed according to Sugiyama et al. (1990). These 

measurements were carried out at the Max-Planck Institute for Colloids and Interfaces, 

Biomaterials Department (Golm, Germany).  

 

Table 2: Yew MFAs measured in tangential slices of four growth rings by wide angle X-ray 
diffraction. 

 Stem No. 1 
 

Stem No. 2 
 

 MFA growth 
ring 1 

MFA growth 
ring 2 

MFA growth 
ring 1 

MFA growth 
ring 2 

 (°) (°) (°) (°) 

Earlywood 17 31 22 26 

Transition wood 16 24 23 26 

Latewood 18 27 19 26 
 

The values varied from 16° to 31° at a mean of 23° (Table 2). Thus, there is evidence to 

suggest that the MFA of yew wood is generally large compared to much smaller MFAs 

(≤-10°) often reported for the mature wood of other northern conifers (e.g. Kantola and 

Seitsonen 1969; Paakkari and Serimaa 1984; Fratzl et al. 1997; Saren et al. 2001). Not too 

much should be read into the small differences between earlywood and latewood MFAs since 

the exemplary measurements are based on only a few samples.  
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Approach No. 3: SilviScanTM 

SilviScanTM is a commercial automated wood microstructure analyzer. It combines various 

techniques to measure structural properties. In this case, the adult heartwood MFAs of two 

yew and two spruce samples (taken at breast height) were estimated by X-ray scanning 

diffractometry. This approach, therefore, resembles the technique described directly above, 

although with a higher spatial resolution. The samples were small in the L and T directions 

(7-and 2 mm, respectively) but several centimetres long in the radial direction. The X-ray 

beam was aligned in the tangential wood direction (Fig. 3), and a profile of properties was 

generated in the radial direction. Measuring the corresponding density by X-ray densitometry 

facilitated the assignment of the MFAs to earlywood or latewood regions.  

 

 

 
 

Fig. 3: Experimental setup for X-ray diffractometry with SilviScanTM as illustrated by 
Evans and Ilic (2001). 

 

MFAs between 20-25° (latewood) and 20-40° (earlywood) were found for yew whereas the 

values were significantly smaller for spruce (6-8° in the latewood and 11-17° in the 

earlywood). It should be emphasised that only a short overview of the findings are anticipated 

here. The SilviScanTM methodology and the results as well as further evaluated properties of 

the samples are described in more detail in the subsequent chapter. 

In summary, depending on the method, varying MFAs were estimated: Compared to X-ray 

diffraction, measuring pit aperture orientations most likely results in an overestimation of the 
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actual MFAs, particularly in earlywood tracheids. Nonetheless, independent of the 

measurement method, our results indicate a large MFA of mature heart wood in yew 

compared to spruce (and probably also compared to many other conifers). This applies 

particularly to latewood tracheids of yew from central European stands. This is tremendously 

important for a better understanding of the elasto-mechanical response of yew under 

longitudinal load. The overall MOE is predominantly dictated by the latewood tracheids that 

are denser and have a smaller MFA compared to earlywood, and therefore limit the elasticity 

of the xylem being a compound of earlywood and latewood zones. Consequently, the 

structural properties of latewood can be regarded as a bottleneck for the elasticity and 

stretchability of the tissue. In other words, the large latewood MFA allows for the compliant 

behaviour of yew wood. Using SilviScanTM measurements on clear wood samples of Alpine 

Ash (Eucalyptus delegatensis), Evans and Ilic (2001) found the MFA to account for 85% of 

MOEL variation. 

 

Radial profiles of microstructural properties measured with SilviScanTM 

Our present investigations and the findings described in the papers support what the few 

bibliographical references suggested: Yew and spruce clearly differ in microstructural details 

such as the density gradient between earlywood and latewood. These observations, however, 

were based on transmission light and scanning electron microscopy and are therefore 

qualitative for the most part. To quantify this and further properties, we decided to run yew 

and spruce samples through the SilviScanTM microstructure analyzer, that was briefly 

introduced in the previous chapter. SilviScanTM is based on X-ray technology and measures a 

variety of structural properties in a wood sample within a short time period compared to 

conventional methods. The equipment was developed by Robert Evans and is currently 

employed by him and his colleagues at ENSIS, a forest and forest industries research provider 

in Australia. The methodological principle of SilviScanTM is described by Evans et al. (Evans 

et al. 1997; Evans et al. 1999; Evans et al. 2000; Evans and Ilic 2001; Evans 2006); the 

experimental setup and specimen alignment has been shown in Fig. 3. 

Two samples each of yew and spruce were prepared, the origin of which is shown in Table 3. 

The yew samples were from different sites as also were the spruce samples. However, in 

addition, the latter largely differed in the width of growth rings. Thereby, yew could be 

compared with spruce samples spanning a wide range of properties. The sample dimensions 
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were 2 mm (T), 7 mm (L) and ~90 to ~260 mm (R). The radial dimensions corresponded to 

the respective pith-to-sapwood length of the samples.  

 

 

Table 3: Labelling, origin and radial length of the samples evaluated by SilviScanTM.  

Sample 
labelling 

Yew No. 1 Yew No. 2 Spruce with narrow 
growth rings 

Spruce with wide 
growth rings 

     
Regional 
origin 
 
 

Zurich, 
Switzerland 

Arnsberg, 
Germany 

Montane region in 
Grisons (altitude: 1700 
m), Switzerland 

Foothills of the 
Alps, Switzerland 

Radial 
length 
(mm) 

150 90 160 260 

     
The samples were 2 mm wide in the tangential and 7 mm high in the longitudinal direction; the radial 

length depended on the respective pith-to-sapwood distance of the samples. 

 

The density at 20°C and 40% RH was determined in 25-μm steps using X-ray densitometry. 

MFAs measured by X-ray diffractometry were averaged over 100-μm intervals. Calculated on 

the basis of X-ray densitometry and X-ray diffraction data (i.e. the standard deviation of the 

azimuthal diffraction profile), MOEL was also estimated in 100-μm steps. Profiles of 

properties spanning the whole radial width of the samples are shown in Fig. 4, 5 and 6. In 

order to increase the clarity of the diagrams, a moving average considering intervals of 500 

adjacent points has been added to the graphs.  

 

Density 

As expected, the average density was clearly higher for yew (653 and 625 kg m-3) than for 

spruce (463 and 501 kg m-3) (Fig. 4). This is particularly due to two-fold yew earlywood 

density (500 to 600 kg m-3) compared to spruce (230 to 320 kg m-3), resulting in the 

remarkably high shear modulus particularly in the RT plane (Paper I) but also the high radial 

and tangential stiffness of yew (Papers I, II and V). In contrast, the latewood density of yew 

(900 to 1100 kg m-3) was predominantly in the same range and partly even slightly lower than 

in spruce (900 to 1200 kg m-3). 
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Fig. 4: Radial density profiles of two yew and two spruce samples measured with 
SilviScanTM by X-ray densitometry. 
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Fig. 5: Radial MFA profiles of two yew and two spruce samples measured with 
SilviScanTM by X-ray diffractometry. 
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Fig. 6: Radial MOE profiles of two yew and two spruce samples estimated on the 
basis of the measurements of density and MFA (Fig. 4, 5). 
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The radial density profiles also reveal clearly narrower growth rings for yew compared to 

spruce. Growth ring widths ranging from 0.3 to 2.5 mm were found for yew and much wider 

rings ranging from 0.8 to 5 mm for spruce. The smaller gradient between earlywood and 

latewood density and the narrow growth rings in yew cause a higher radial homogeneity than 

for spruce. This effect is additionally supported by the tracheid dimensions (yew tracheids 

were about one third smaller in the radial direction compared to spruce), which were likewise 

measured but will not be described here in detail. The higher radial homogeneity of yew is 

reflected in its less anisotropic elastic behaviour compared to spruce, especially in the RT 

plane (Paper II). 

 

MFA 

In the four samples, the earlywood-to-latewood span of the MFA was more regular for the 

spruce samples. Particularly yew No. 1 shows a high MFA variation in the radial course. It 

remains unclear if this is a characteristic inherent to the sample or a methodological artefact. 

The MFA of yew is obviously at a higher level compared to spruce (Fig. 5). This applies for 

the mean MFA (27° and 29° for yew; 10° and 11° for spruce) but also for a separate 

consideration of earlywood and latewood regions (within the growth rings, the MFA 

decreased with increasing density). This in principle agrees with our findings in Papers III and 

IV. The measurements in Paper III, in particular, indicated at least a significantly larger 

latewood MFA for yew than for spruce.  

 

MOE 

The calculated intra-annual longitudinal MOE of yew varied from 5-8 GPa (earlywood) to 

10-20 GPa (latewood) (Fig. 6). This range is small compared to the spruce samples varying 

from 5 GPa (earlywood) to 40 GPa (latewood). This is primarily a consequence of the smaller 

gradient between earlywood and latewood density. However, a mean MOE comprising 

several millimetres or centimetres in the radial direction cannot simply be calculated as an 

arithmetic mean of the single MOE readings, as the stronger influence of latewood than 

earlywood tracheids on the longitudinal stiffness must be considered. Moreover, the latewood 

percentage would have to be taken into account. Nevertheless, the radial MOE profiles clearly 

illustrate that the low longitudinal stiffness of yew, determined at different hierarchical levels, 

is caused by the relatively low latewood stiffness. 
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To assess the effect of extractives on the MOE, we extracted an additional sample (cut from 

beneath yew sample No. 2) with acetone and compared the calculated stiffness for both, the 

extracted and the unextracted sample. No significant difference in the predicted MOE was 

found between the treatments; the radial MOE profiles are almost congruent (Fig. 7). In 

addition, the distribution of MOE was very similar for both treatments (Fig. 8). Thus, we 

could not identify a relationship between the axial stiffness and the presence and amount of 

extraneous constituents. However, Grabner et al. (2005) found such a relationship for the 

transverse stiffness of larch wood: With an increasing extractives content, they measured 

higher Young’s moduli. 

 

 
 

Fig. 7: Radial MOE profiles of two adjacent yew samples: sample Yew No. 2 
(unextracted) and an extracted extra sample taken close by. The profiles are almost 
congruent. 
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Fig. 8: Histograms of MOE predictions for the two samples shown in Fig. 7, spanning 
a radial distance of 90 mm from the pith outwards. The predictions were carried out in 
100-μm steps.  
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6. Synthesis 

The goal of this experimentally oriented thesis was to gain a comprehensive understanding of 

the elasto-mechanical behaviour of yew. In the first part of this synthesis chapter, the main 

findings are summarised. The outlook in the second section regards potential for future 

research. In the final section, the significance of this study is considered in a more general 

context.  

 

Main findings 

The comparative examination of yew and spruce wood led to an extensive insight into their 

mechanical response within the linear-elastic range (under standard climatic conditions). In 

spite of a remarkably high raw density, yew showed a lower MOEL under moderate loads 

compared to spruce across all studied hierarchical levels. This is particularly interesting as the 

high extractives content of yew results in a lower equilibrium moisture content (EMC) 

compared to spruce which usually increases the MOEL. The lower yew MOEL compared to 

spruce was apparent for specimens subjected to cell-cell interactions but also for individual 

tracheids where pure cell wall mechanics was demanded. Thus, this compliant behaviour of 

yew was attributed to a feature present at the cell wall level, namely a relatively large MFA 

(particularly in the latewood tracheids) measured by diverse techniques and on samples of 

different regional provenance. The large MFA also accounts for the high longitudinal strain 

observed at all hierarchical levels. An influence of the high extractives content on the axial 

stiffness of yew, however, could not be validated. 

Once the load axis is not aligned parallel to the grain, the high density of yew becomes more 

perceivable. Consequently, yew then behaves partly much stiffer than spruce at the 

macroscopic level. This applies even to marginal deviations from the longitudinal load 

direction, as calculations based on the elastic engineering parameters have shown, especially 

when the load is directed perpendicular to the grain, i.e., in any direction within the RT plane. 

Furthermore, in the RT plane, yew behaves clearly less anisotropic regarding its elasticity 

than spruce. Above all, this is caused by the more homogeneous radial density profiles of yew 

(smaller density gradient between earlywood and latewood zones; narrower growth rings; 

smaller tracheid diameters). The high density of yew is also reflected in its fracture 

phenomena in the RT plane, where both intercellular and cell wall fracture was observed in 

spruce specimens, but almost exclusively intercellular fracture in yew specimens.  
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From its anatomical features and elastic behaviour it can be concluded that yew wood 

combines properties of normal and compression wood and thus rather takes an intermediate 

position between them, and a distinctive position among softwoods. It has to be noted that all 

yew characteristics ascertained within this thesis were derived from largely flawless 

specimens (i.e., without visible defects) as stipulated by testing standards. This so-called 

“clear wood”, however, only stands for a small proportion of the xylem produced in the stem, 

and therefore is not representative for yew wood in general. 

 

Potential for future research 

Interactions between extractives, moisture content and elasticity 

One of the remarkable features of yew wood is its large amount of extraneous constituents. 

They affect two properties in particular that are known for their influence on wood 

mechanics: They increase the density and lower the EMC resulting in consequences for 

swelling and shrinking processes. Therefore, the low yew MOE is all the more remarkable as 

a lower EMC usually increases the MOE. Although only a minor issue in this thesis (see 

supplementary examination with SilviScanTM), the influence of this substance class on the 

elasticity of yew along the three principle growth directions by comparing extracted and 

unextracted samples is worth examining in subsequent studies. The extraction itself should 

not pose a problem as a large proportion of these constituents can be easily washed out in 

acetone-water mixtures. The results of such experiments can yield valuable information about 

the interactions between extractives content, moisture content and elasticity of yew and may 

allow for the transference of this knowledge to other wood species rich in extractives. 

 

Analysing elastic deciduous woods with SilviScanTM 

The SilviScanTM measurements proved to be suitable to provide microstructural information 

that can help to explain mechanical phenomena observed at macroscopic levels of 

organisation. A compliant behaviour similar to that of yew, with high strain rates under 

longitudinal stress, is also known about certain deciduous wood species such as European ash 

(Fraxinus excelsior), Willow (Salix ssp.), Common Hazel (Corylus avellana) and Hickory 

(Juglans alba). The structure-property relationships behind this behaviour, however, are as 

yet largely unknown. Thus the SilviScanTM methodology seems an appropriate and fast way 
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to assess whether the microfibril angle or further microstructural features play a major role for 

the compliant behaviour of these species as in the case of yew.  

 

Outlook: Subsequent studies 

Fracture mechanical characterisation of yew with micromechanical approaches 

In this thesis, special emphasis was placed on the linear-elastic behaviour of yew. In static 

tests, such behaviour can be assumed for wood under short-duration loading at moderate 

stress levels. After passing a yield point (a proportional limit at higher stress levels), wood 

exhibits in-elastic strain pronounced to different degrees depending on the load case (tension, 

compression, shear) followed by the total material failure beyond the ultimate stress level. As 

microstructural defects usually precede macroscopic fracture phenomena, micromechanical 

fracture approaches increasingly gain in importance to improve the understanding of wood 

failure. As adumbrated in the general introduction (see also Fig. 5 on page 19), such 

investigations are intended subsequent to this thesis in a second step of a superordinate 

project.  

In anticipation of this second step, our first attempt of that kind is reported in Paper V since 

exceptional structural properties of yew also aroused our curiosity about its failure behaviour 

in the RT plane. Additional fracture orientations, fracture modes and hierarchical levels can 

be investigated using a variety of testing procedures (e.g. tension, compression, bending, and 

shear tests) depending on the scientific objectives. For instance, we are currently preparing in 

situ tensile tests (Fig. 1) to be performed in an environmental scanning electron microscope 

(ESEM) for detecting the fracture path of yew tissue specimens loaded in the LR crack 

orientation system against the background of the high ray percentage of yew. The advantage 

of the ESEM is that wood samples can be observed at low vacuum (up to 20 torr) in their 

natural (moist/wet) state without the need for a conductive coating. The regulation of climatic 

conditions in the ESEM chamber by adjusting temperature and pressure still poses a 

signigicant challenge. Nonetheless, examining features appearing at the sample surface can 

provide valuable information on fracture phenomena of yew.  

Analysing the two-dimensional strain distribution using the strain mapping software described 

in the Papers II and III (VIC 2D, Correlated Solutions) may additionally increase the 

informative value of such experiments. Particularly phenomena such as the size effect can be 
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evaluated as the software can visualise various phenomena, for instance, when the specimen 

geometry causes stress concentration instead of uniform stress distribution.  

The findings can serve as a basis for fracture mechanical models describing the influence of 

cracks and flaws on wood failure. Moreover, they may help to improve the quality of wooden 

surfaces subjected to wood machining processes. 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 1: Setup of a tensile fracture experiment to be installed in the ESEM chamber. A 
desired temperature is generated by the thermoelectric peltier device. The copper plate 
improves the thermal conduction between peltier device and microtensile stage. The 
conversion of electric resistance as measured by PT (platinum) 100 sensors integrated 
in the clamps allows controlling the temperature close to the specimen. 

 

 

Modelling the elasto- and fracture-mechanical properties of yew and spruce 

The basic premise of modern engineering is that models can be used to extrapolate beyond the 

range of test data (Vasic et al. 2005). Thus, the empirical data provided by this thesis and the 

subsequent fracture-mechanical experiments together with qualitative observations can serve 

as input data to model the mechanical behaviour of yew and spruce as intended in a third 

project part. According to Gustafsson (2003), the aim of modelling is to reproduce or simulate 

certain physical properties, performances or a course of events using a mathematical or 
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theoretical description. He provides an overview of the modelling approaches most widely 

used among wood scientists: 

• Statistical regression analysis (to show how a parameter is affected by one or more other 

parameters) 

• Continuum mechanics’ constitutive equations (where wood is regarded as a homogeneous 

continuous material with linear-elastic behaviour). As an alternative, the material can be 

represented as a lattice of interconnected bar elements corresponding to physical 

microstructural features (e.g. Landis et al. 2002) 

• Idealised and simplified mathematical equations of quantities (such as geometry, load and 

support of a structure) 

• Equations and formulas derived from well-defined basic assumptions (e.g. assuming 

validity of the beam theory and linear-elastic behaviour to calculate the stress in a beam) 

• Numerical simulations of the performance of a material spanning scales from large to very 

small (commonly based on finite element analysis that discretises complex domains) 

Particularly, the finite element methods are widely used for stress analysis and to describe 

fracture phenomena of wood, even though in the majority of cases they fall back on 

theoretical considerations valid for other materials. 

 

Assessment of the significance of this study 
 
Case studies like this thesis are clearly assigned to the field of basic research. Exploring 

complex wooden materials that hold a special position regarding their structure-property 

relationships can generally contribute to a better understanding of wood mechanics. However, 

the results can also provide a data basis, e.g., for researchers in biomechanics expecting to 

expand their basic knowledge of (evolutionary) structural optimisation processes in 

consequence of specific mechanical demands (a state-of-the-art overview of plant 

biomechanics is given by Niklas et al. (2006)). This does not imply that the findings of such 

studies are only of theoretical relevance. The aim of researchers in biomimetics is to develop 

artificial high-performance materials by mimicry of biological structures. Fiber composites 

are a classic example of biomimetic translation of nature’s wisdom into technology; many 
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principles of composites have their counterpart in nature (Milwich et al. 2006) as exemplified 

by the following application: 

In the 1980s, inspiration from biological composites was successfully transferred into 

technical principles by a research group at the University of Reading. They developed a 

composite panel with remarkable strength and toughness (Chaplin et al. 1983) based on 

structural features in wood (Gordon and Jeronimidis 1980; Jeronimidis 1980; Jeronimidis 

1991). The fibre orientation in this biomimetic composite was modelled on MFAs measured 

in wood tracheids. Further examples for the imitation of natural design can be found in 

advanced packaging materials, electronic devices, vehicles and sports equipment (Teeri et al. 

2007). 

Apart from imitating natural structures in completely artificial materials, natural elements can 

also be integrated into so-called bio-composites. Particularly in the automobile industry, 

interior parts have been reinforced with fibres extracted from hemp or linen due to their low 

weight and high strength. However, before an appropriate field of application can be found 

e.g. for yew tracheids, there is still urgent need for further technological improvement. For the 

moment, such technical applications reinforced with natural fibres still show poor 

performance due to adhesion problems at the interfaces between natural fibres and synthetic 

matrices (Mohanty et al. 2001; Samir et al. 2005) caused by mismatching chemical properties. 

Moreover, absorbing moisture can result in poor dimensional stability of cellulose fibres, 

which is a common problem of bio-composites. 
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